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A 12 member Calloway County
- Garage Ott-V-. S.641 north of Murray. Petit jury cises.are expected to start.
Both the tractor and trailer were next week,
burned in the fire, a fire-rescue squad Grand jurors are' also elated this
spokesman said. *Cause of the fire is week to inspect and report on the
_cnaciitions of facilities owned hysounty
taxpayers.The spokesman said the call came in  . .
Jury members cnosen by lot for the
about 425 a.m. and then again at 11:30-
February term include:eati- e
a.m. when the -fire apparently reltin-
lj
died. . 
- Blankenship, Bobby Douglas McDowell
(foreman), Jane Fitch, Marilyn Ann
The spokesman said the truCk was McCuiston, Roger Dale Cooper, Sue "
loaded with-. Sears merchatidise and Marshall Cochran, Ben _Gen, Wynn
that WaS aiso destroyed. A trueit parked. -Trolley, Dianne tolson ‘Bucy, George
near the Sears truck also sustained Quincy Adams, Hellontillian Carlin,
and Nova Miller Douglass.some damage, the spokesman said.
theMurray.- Ledger- Times.




A Kirksey - teenager sustained it In addition, a fire at about 1:30 a.m.
broken arm when she jumped from the Friday destroyed the Lynn G5ree home
second story of a burning house Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Benny Jackson.
night. The fire-rescue squad spokesman
Koehne family trotritteaS -----hrterluane was a total loss. IVO fire -
The fire, which left the J said cause of the blaze is unknown. The
was one of three that Nohniteers with • fighting- units and some- 10.volunteeps-
Calloway County Fire Rescue Sqliad rushed to the scene to fight that blaze.
fought this weekend.
According to Joseph Koehne, he and
his family lost all their belongings in
the fire that destroyed their home.
Cause of the blaze. is unknown.
Koehne said he and his wife were not
at home when the fire broke out. But
two of the four children that were in the
home had to jump from the second floor
of the structure to escape the flames.
Fourteen-year-old Tina Loke
Elustained- a broken arm from-the, fall Circuit Court Grand-1411Y isoaPected to
while 16-year-old Tommy Loke was return true hill indictments Thursday
uninjured. Koehne recently_ marr1 after convening today.
the former Diane Loke of KirksiVy. , Calloway County Circuit Judge'
, 'James Lassiter swore the 12 member
A spokesman for the fire-rescue "4 panel in today at 10 a.m.
squad said the department received the Judge Lassiter told grind jurors they '
call about 7:04 p.m. Sunday. Three - -* will not be considering as many cases
units and about 12 men rushed to the as- the September, 19/1, grand jury.
scene. The white, two story frame -You will be considering „some eight or C
house was a total loss. An outbuilding 10 cases and perhaps only one of these oai Strike Settlement May Be
also sustained some. damage, tha involves personal violence," Ju4e
spokesman said. hashiter told grand jury member. The
Volunteers vrith . , the unit  twice  September, 1977, Oind ireturned
Kentucky Liesderiant Governor ThehniaStovaJI congratulates coach Wila Baker of the Vero leach, Fla., Florida Big
Red whose team captured the AA Division championship of the Special Olympics tournament this weekend on the
Murray State University campus. Standing with them is Gayle Wadlington, the West Kentifttky coordinator for
Special Olympics who works with the Western Kentucky Mental Health/Mental Retardation Board. The Big Red
beat the Bronx Bombers of Bronx, N.Y. to capture first place. It. Governor Stovall presented the trophies at half time
of the Murray State University-East Tennessee State cage match.
Saturday extinguished a. tha_____t over -40 indictments, a number--soirT-e Within Rdestroyed a Sears RoebucE& Company wart oaservers called a record this
tractor-trailer parked at lire Speedway county.
Tobacco Public Hearing Set
each-;--ArtiolliMitte.r:Says
WASHINGTON '( AP) -United fdiiie
Workers President Arnold Millersays a
tentative settlement 'may finally be
within Preach in the 63-day-old nation-.
wide coal strike. — .
The union's bargaining council,
which must approve' any contract
settlement, is scheduled to meet on.
Tuesday. Miller said in a weekend
interview with the Charleston, W.Va.,
Gaiette-Mail he felt "pretty good"
about having a tentative settlement in
hand when the Session convenes.
Federal mediatOrs, who have been
involved in the talks since late
November, were reported in contact
with bargainers for each- side today:
But mediation service spokesman -John
IkOgers said no time had been set for a.
resumption of face-to-face talks
There was no negotiating activity
reported over the weekend, with Miller
add other top bargainers home for two
clays. -
The two sides last meltogether in a
14-ho' bargaining marathon session
that broke up shortlyafter midnight on
Friday. Methators.diet with Miller and
other .UMW negotiators later in the day
and were in telephone contact wjth
•
Farm Fuel Tax Bill Vote May Come Today
FRANKFORT, KY. (AP) - Bills to
exempt fuel for farm machinery from
the state sales tax and to give-con---
siuners_pore time for eligibility for a
`leirion cake" tax rebate could come up
for final votes in the Legislature today.
The Senate and House were
scheduled to convene following a public
hearing on the tobacco rebate law and a
joint hearing =be proposed budget for
the Transportation Department.
The orders of the day in the upper
chamber include:
-House Bill 22, which would increase
from 10 to 60 days the time an original
purchaser may return amotor vehicle
to the dealer for replacement and
receive a retiairl.9f the usagetax. The
measure passed the House Jan. 12 by a
vote of 92-2. An amendment to cut the
number od ays to 30 was defeated.
-House Bill 83. The measure's 17 co-
sponsors proposed -to exempt fuel for







state sales tax. The measure sailed
through the House Jan. 72-0 minus a
proposed amendment to include fuels
for off-street industrial vehicles.
Two minor educational statute
remission hills already passed by the
Senate are on the orders of the day in
the house to require medical
examinations for children placed in
foster homes. The bill carries an
amendment to also 'require visual and
dental examinations and to require that
the check-ups be made within two
weeks of placement in the home.
-House Bill 71, to require general
instruction in economics, with em-
phasis on the free enterprise system,
for all public s hool children. The
measure is sponsored by Reps; Willard
Allen, R-Morgantown; Claudia Biner,
D-Louisville, Louis Guenthner Jr.
Louisville; and Charles Holbrook III,
R-Ashland.
Also on orders of the day lathe House
is a bill sponsored by Rep. Kenneth
Imes, D-Murray, that would require all
statutes to be written in non-technical
language understandable to the
layman.
The orders of the 'day are the bills
which a chamber may vote on that day.
However, a bill on the orders of the day
may be passed over until a later date.
Joint Appropriations and Revenue
Committee budget hearings on the
Transportation Department are
scheduled to continue Tuesday.
Wednesday, a Senate Education
subcommittee has scheduled a hearing
COMMUNITY PROFILE — Murray Mayor Melvin L Henley is pictured here talking about a booklet Murray teague
' of Women Voters has jug publishetrwhia profiles-both 'The city of Murray and Calloway 'County. Seated with'
Mayor Henley is Ruth Hotvard, left, prelident of the Murray chapter of the League and Carol Julian, who 
co-chaired
• ; the booklet comMittee. Cilled, 'Know Your Community" the booklet Will soon be available for 
distribution,
throughout the cominanity Th three appeared Friday on Murray State University Channel 11 Focus television
prograni: ,
; Ass
on dyseixia, a learning disorder, and
the Senate Judiciary-Statutes
Committee has scheduled a hearing on
the product liability law.
The combined revenue panels,
meantime, are scheduled to move on. in
the budget review to the Development
Cabinet of the executive branch.
Special lifeline utility rates for the
elderly are the scheduled topic of a
hearing Thursday by the Senate Public
Utilities and Transportation
Committee. -
representativesof the Bituminous Coil
OpersitorsAssociation, -the industry's
bargaining arm.
Despite Miller's optimism that
t.v5,JtldtUIs lflSy Minn, near artn ,
a mediation official said, "It's so
dangerous to say you're optimistic."
Several times, in the past bargainers
have " appeared on the verge of -an
agreement, only to. have. .the talks
unravel at the last minute.
Miller aaid thatt 'only i-Tew *rues
remained to be resolved, although he
refused to specify what they were.
Sources' have said the two sides are
separated mainly on economic issues.
No dfsturbances were reported in the
coalfields Sunday. However, a group of
southern West Virginia miners headed
for eastern Kentucky by car, hoping to
shut down non-union coal mines in the
area.
In eastern Kentucky Sunday, the
crew of a Louisville & Nashville
Railroad freight train stopped their
train Sunday rather than cross a picket
line set up by striking miners.
The miners "weren't forcing anyone
to do anything," said a state police
dispatcher at Harlan. The empty 70-car
train Was on its way to an Apollo Fuel
Co. mine in Bell County before it was
stopped, railroad spokesman Charles
Castner said. -
Four Rivers Scout Council
To Observe 68th Birthday
The Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts
of America, has completed it plans for
observing Scouting's 68th birthday
.during Scouting Anniversary week,
February 5-11.
Hubert B. Ellison, scout executive,
said this year's emphasis is on
leadership recognition and recruiting,
and Cub Scout packs, Scout Troops, and
Explorer post throughout the council
are planning special events to honor
their volunteer leaders.
On Wednesday, February 8, mem-
bers of the three Scouting program will
join others across the country in
ceremonies of rededication to
Scouting's principles.
Ellison said the Four Rivers Council
is- also planning these other ob-




A memorial scholarship fund in
memory of Carnion Graham, principal
and director of the Murray Training
School from 1934 to 1948, his been
started by former students and friends
of Mr. Graham who died here Feb. 1. "
The fund will be to benefit graduates
of the Lab School-  Murray Training,.
College High, and University School -
at Murray State University. •
Persons may make donatioas -to the
Dorothy._ McNabb- at the--
Peoples Bank or Jeanette Fain it the
Bank of Murray. •
On Saturday, February 11th, at
Greif's Restaurant in Paducah leaders.
will come together for the Annual
Leaders and Eagle Scout Recongnition
Banquet. U. S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard, Jr. will be *the banquet
speaker.
Cub Scout Packs, Scout Troops and
Explorer Posts will also be coniarting
Blue and Gold Banquets, Famffrlight
programs and special Courts of Honor.
Sunday, February 12th, will be Scout
Sunday. SiOnts are encouraged to wear
their uniforms to the church of their
choice. Many--groups will also have a






A .new attendance policy for students
at Murray Middle School has been
adopted according to Billy D. Outland,
schopl principal.
--The new policy has been outlined by
Outland as follows:
Parents should call the aehool-offioe,
between 7:30 and 8:00 a. m., and report
the absence of their child. This is for
- grades five thrii eight. Teachers will
. report ail absences Jo the office the first
period each morning. When the student
returns to school he should bring a
signed statement *from the parent
stating the date awl caw of absence.
Altstudents (5-8) will come to the main
1111Pce and pick up excuse.
Any student re-Parted by liOtherOOrii
teacher for chronic absenteeism or who
is absent -ten-days during a grading
period (either-and-or -excused or
unexcused) will automatically be
scheduled for a csaiference (parent,
te.acher,jaincipal, eoluiselor).
person or persons will be assigned tp
keep detention room after schocli. Any
student tardy three times will spend
time here. Number of tardies can be
kept on master list in office. Length of
time' in detention room increases as
tardies increase. A master, list for
tardier will betatarted with each new
grading period. ; • •
The Middle School faculty
discourages all trips during school.
However, under certain circumstances,
trips maybe excused if the parent
contacts the school office three days in
-advance of trip. If the trip is excused,
teachers will give advance assignments
-4e-be-twated-in-oa theday thastialent__
returns to school. In case of
. emergencies, such as a death in the
family, other arrangements can be
made.'
Copies of the new attendance policy
are being sent home stah-staidents-
Schoal officials said that parents should
sign one dopy of the policy and have




Murray High Band "Light Brigade"
under the direction of James Light and
Kathy Fenton, the color guard com-
mander, will perform at half time of the
Murray State-Tennessee Tech
basketball game tonight.
The performance will be the second
consecutive year the Murray High
Floor Color Guard has been invited to
perform, 'according to a. band
spokesman.
Last November the "Light
Brigade" competed in its first contest
at Vanderbilt University in- Nashville,
Tenn., and came away with first place
in their class and the grand cham-
pionship award overall. The unit had
been organized a year and a half when
it captured the honor.
The unit will also be preforming at
the University of Tennessee, Martin.
when the Pacers take on Jacksonville
State in a cage match Feb. 20.
"Light Brigade" members include
Kathy Fenton, Laura Shinners, Delores
Honchul; - Carol Montgomery, Angela
Rickman, Cindy Montgomery, Karen
Bailey, Danna Shipley, Barbara
Campbell, Edwina Elkins, Christine-
Grogan, Tricia Johnson, Susan Kurz,
Lee Bryan, Julie Sams, Tina Ratteree,
Krista Thomas, Deana Seigler,eth
Taylor, Laura Watkins, and Jo Beth
Oakley.
One Section - 12 Pages
The Murray State two-mile relay team won at the
Indiana Relays and qualified for the nationals. Senior
trick team member Brian-Rutter has the photos. Also, the
Calloway County Lakers lost a twinbill and Murray State
was zapped by East Tennessee in OVC play. For all the




- Sunny and cold today. Highs 15
to 20 degrees. Clear and very cold
tonight. Lows from zero to five
above., Partly Sunny and con-
tintitd cold Tuesday. Highs trofh
































• Monday, February, 6
Chapter M of PEO will meet
p.m..with tars. H. L. Oakley to




• - meet at the Ellis Center at two
Groups of First Baptist
9urch Women will meet as
Lottie Moon with
:3frfr5. Rudy Howard at seven p.
k -rresand Kathleen Jones with
Mrs. Denny Smith at ..7115..p.
m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p. 111.
'Murray Lodge No. 105 F. ir
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Recovery. Inc., will meet, at
seven p.m. at the Health









Divorce Support:group will be-
held at seven p.m. at Ordway
Hall, Murray State Univers
sitseeThis will be-open to any
divorced person, male or
female, and is free.
Tuesday, February 7
Lecture by Charles Hitner,
professor of drawing at the
University of Arizona, will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in mom 423,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. For
information call /62438.
Murray TOPS Club Will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
Baptist Women of First
Baptist Church will meet at
9:30 a. m. at the church. Annie
'Armstrong Group will meet
with Mrs. Clyde Miller at ten
a. m. and Dorothy roup will
meet with Mrs. Homer Miller
at 10:30 a. m.
Group H of First Christian
Church CWF has cancelled its
meeting for today at the home
of Mrs. A. B. Austin, but may
be scheduled later in the week. 
• Tuesday, February 7 se
Regular board meeting of
the Oaks Country Club will be
at seven p.m. in C u
room. All members are
weleome to attend.
„ Kappa Department, Murray
Wanan's Club, will meet 6:30
p.m. at the club house for a
Valentine Surprise Banquet.
Lake Area Singles will meet
at seven p.m. at North Branch
of -reoples Bank of Murray
with Sondra Ford as speaker,
Open to all persons who are
widowed, divorced, or never
-married.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
GleasonHallat one la-m- with a. 
Valentineparty to follow.
Hostesses will be Eleanor
D'AngelO and Julia Janecek.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club ea, 11 meet at
7:30 p.m vice..e club house
with L L. J. Hortin as
speaker.
First United Methodist
Church Women ill meet at
. 6
ten a.m. at • e&nurch with
executive calf ant ittee to meet
at nine a.m, and coffee to be
served at 930 a. m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
-.1.4sx-s.....-es:is..•=swinuswinsiess-issialle11111111111111101111110w.
MURRAYAN WINS HONORS—Paulette Hooks won
first place in the talent division of the Kentucky State
County fair Queen Contest held at the Galt Hou
Louisville. She also was named as first runnerup in the
contest in which she was entered as Miss Murray-
Calloway County Fair Queen. Miss Hooks won in the
talent division for her impersonation of Cleopatra, and
was presented a silver cup. She received a silver bowl
for'winning as first runnerup and was invited to the
national, Miss Kentucky World contest, that the new
Miss Kentucky State County Fair, Miss Pam Skaggs of
Hopkins County, will be attending at Louisville in May.'
Miss Hooks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kelzie Hooks of
Murray and a senior at Murray High S'chool,-attended-
the three days' event which included a banquet, reher-
-sals, talent competition, and the finals. She was spon—
sored by the Murray-Calloway Jaycees. Miss Skaggs, the
new queen, also won as Miss Congeniality. Other win-
ners were Debbie Jane Travis, Hart County, Second run-
nerup; Cheryl Wefialaise, Kenton County, Third run-
nerup; Dione Kennedy, Germantown, fourth runnerup.
Who Gets Estate
Without A Will
will, your estate property will
_be divided among heirs ac-
cording to n tst:eteh
loaww.yThouiswmoualdy
like to have things handled,
_says Wilmer Browning. Eits
tension economist in the UK
College of Agriculture.
According to Kentucky law,
when a husband or wife dies
without a will, the surviving
spouse receives one-half of all
real estate and personal
property after funeral ex-
penses, administration costs,
taxes and debts have been
paid. In addition, personal
property or money on hand or
in the bank up to $3,500 is set
-aside for use I?, the surving, z..
spouse and children until the
estate can be settled or
provision can be made for
support of the family.
The other half of the estate
goes to other heirs as deter-
mined by Kentucky's Law of
Descent and Distribution. In
the absence of a will, property
six devided in the following
ways:
_. If a husband or wife dies,_
leaving a spouse and one or
snore __children or their
descendants, the surviving
spouse gets one-half of all
property absolutely. The other
t one-half goes equally to in-
'4 --children or their descendants.
If a husband or wife dies,
leaving a spouse "and no
children, but parents survive,
• • • • A`
half of all property absolutely.
Tile- other half is divided
equally between the deceased
person's- parents. If only one
parent survives, this parent
gets all of one half.
If a husband or wife dies,
leaving a spouse and no
children or parents, but
brothers and sisters or their
descendants survive, the
surviving spouse gets one-
half. The other half is divided
equally among brothers and
sisters or their descendents.
If a husband or wife dies,
leaving a spouse but no
children, no parents, and no
brothers or sisters or their
descendants, the total estate
passes to the surviving
spouse absolutely.
If a widow or widower dies,
leaving a child or children or
their descemdamts, the total
estate passes to the surviving
spouse absolutely.
If a widow or widower dies,
leaving a child or children or
their descendants, the estate
is equally divided among the
—children. Grandchildren take
their deceased parents' share.
For further information on
this subject and others in
estate planning, contact your
_county,,, F.irtension office or





Grandson Of Murray Women,Vegetables Can
catt.Buxton, Earns— . AwardHomemakers Clubs will • S
Wednesday, February _8 •
meet as follows: Ps—euedith
Fay Jacks_ at a.m.; In an impressive ceremony
Harris Grove- with Mrs. at Grizzly Boy Camp high in
Eugene Nance at one p.m.; the Idaho mountains, Scott
New Concord with Mrs. Ed Buxton, age 16, was awarded
Davis at one p.m.;.Pottertown the Eagle Scout rank. Scott is
at Colonial House the oldest son of Don and
-Srrinrgasbord---at-ten - • --Fred&
Washington. Mrs. Sadie
Shoemaker and Mrs. James
Overby, both of Murray, are
Scott's grandmothers. Duane
Buxton formerly of Murray, is
Scotts grandfather.
Starting in Cub Scouts in
1969, Scott earned the Webelos
rank and went on to Boy,
Scouts in 1972. During his
years in Scouts, Buxton has
served as scribe, quar-
termaster, librarian, patrol
leader anti senia' patrol
leader. Appently he is serving
his troo Junior Assistant
Scoutmaster.
Scott went on many shorter
hikes and two fifty mile hikes.
One of these latter hikes was
in the Seven Devils Wilderness
area in Idaho, overlooking
Hell's Canyon, and the other
was along the Pacific Ocean
and on the flanks of Mount




Scott earned 24 meritVementary school.
badges in pursuit of the Eagle
rank. For his Eagle service
project he designed and led a
group of fellow scouts in the
construction of a sturdy rustic
•
Murray-Bass Club will meet
at the Triangle Inn at 6:30
p.m.
Luncheon and bridge for
women of the Murray Country
Club is cancelled.
Hello, stranger
Searching for answers to all those who what where
questions about your new city? -
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, its my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.
4hpa fok
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OF THE THIRD KIND
NO PASSES OR BARGAIN Nth
ts
WINKI.FR FIELD
641N Central Cir HER.E5
Mr, 2/14





















1-2 teaspoon mustard seed




In a medium saucepan bring
the sugar, vinegar and season-
ings to a bdil, stirring until the
sugar disselves„ -Add the
sprouts and coffit iccording to
package directions but only un-
til tender-crisp. Turn into a pint
jar; cover tightly and refrig-
erate for several days to allow
flavors to blend. Turn the jar
upside down a few times so the





Scott Buxton -,Neu: Eagle Scout
stairs leading down a steep
a local
Buxton is chapter chief and
has been Lodge vice-chief in
the Order of Arrow,
an honorary scout camping
society based upon American
Indian traditions.
He is carrying a 4.0 grade
point average into his junior
year at Pullman High School.
Scott is active in the school
band and in the pep band,
playing trombone. Boxton is
also an avid snow skier.
Pottertown Homemakers Club Plans
Meeting Wednesday, Colonial House.
The Pottertown
Homemakers Club will meet
,Wednesday,Feb. 8, at ten a.m
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. All persons are
to' bring gifts for , sunshine
,friends.
Plans for the February
meeting were made at the
January 11th meeting held at
the Colonial House with Louise
Short, vice-president.
presiding in the absence of the
president, Ola Outland, who
was ill.
Lurene Cooper, devotionpl
leader, read from Psalms
18:24, "Using Each Day." The
thought for the month was a
poem, .':To Each His Life,"
read by Louise Short. Ten
members and one visitor:
Leola Et-win, were present
It was announced that the
producersof the film entitled
"The Many Faces Of Jesus"
are trying to get it into the
United States to be shown at
Free For The Asking(
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE CI),URSE
Box 307, Murray, KY-42071
theaters. This film was
produced in Sweden and
originally oalled "Love Af-
fairs Of Jesus," and the
United States has delayed its
being shown for two years at
the insistence of Christians
throughout the country.
Members were asked to write
the Danish Embassy in
Washington, D. C. 2008, to
protest this pornographic film
being shown for public
viewing in the United States.
Cards were sent to Ola
Outland, Bobbie Ccioi, Robbie
Wasrison, MY' - ertzen,
Reba Jo Roberts, and Gussie
Adams who were ill. Each
member told how she spent
her holidays.
I.ucy Alderdice gave the
landscaping notes saying now
is the time to start to make
notes and plans for spring
changes, such as screening
the views with hedges,
honeysuckle, and blending
colors with plants, jumpers,
-bolly bush or .dwarf barberry
bush.
_ .
Group sing Was led-
Lilrene Cooper • with Louise
_SOO_ as pianist._ Dorothy
Simon, recrecreational
leader,. directed 'the games,
ppea1 to,.-Kids
EAST LANSIkG, Mich: (AP)
— If getting children to eat
vegetables is a problem, try
letting them help in the prepa-
ratio'n, advise Michigan State
University food and nutrition
specialists.
Husking corn, shelling peas,
snap_ p i n beans-, • wishing
squash _or even helping to pick
the prodike at the market may
provide the incentive to eat the
vegetables, they point out.
Other- Suggestions
When the child is beginning
to eat the same foods as the
rest of the family, give him
small arriounts of vegetables at
the beginning of the meal,
when he is hungriest.
Introduce new vegetables
along with familiar, well-liked
foods. If your child likes casse-
roles and other combination






And Garry Wayne Miller
Mr. and Mrs, Harold Anderson of Murray Route Fix are
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Linda, to Garry Wayne Miller.
The groom-elect, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Killer of Dex-
ter Route One, is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is now employed at Parker Ford, Inc.
The wedding is planned for Friday, April 14, at eight p.m. at
the Blood River Baptist Church with Bobby Edmonson per-
forming the ceremony.
No invitations will be sent, but all friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding. -
Local Dance Teachers
And Students At Meet
Be enthusiastic in presenting
new vegetables. Parents' and
siblings' attitudes can influence
a child to like or dislike some-
thing even before he tastes it.
Cook vegetables so they are
tender but still crisp. Or serve
raw vegetables with meals or
as snacks. Children often prefer
the crispy crunch of raw carrot
strip's, celery, bits of cauliflo-
wer or turnip strips to the soft-
er texture of cooked vegetables.
If a child rejects new vege-
tables the first time or two he
sees them, offer them again. It
sometimes takes time to devel-
op a taste for new foods.
But don't make vegetables
the focus of a parent-child pow-
er struggle or mealtime a
battle of wills. This can affect
the child's attitude toward food
for a long time.
Mrs. Lynda Cochran, „Mils
Kay Taylor, and Miss Irina
Nicks were in Memphis, Tn.,
over the weekend to attend the
Southern Association of Dance
Masters held at the Hilton Inn.
The ballet mistress for the
day was Christina Munroe of
,the Louisville Ballet. Neilo
TOledo from St. Petersburg,
Fla., was the tap teacher.
' Students from the Murray
area attending were Bekah
Brock, Heather Doyle, Leslie




Mrs. Cochran is presently
serving as president of the
Southern Association of Dance
Masters, Miss Taylor is - a
board member, and Miss
Nicks will take her entrance
examination.
Dale Cochran, Chad and
Renee Cochran, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Brock, and Mr. and Mrs.





Paris, France is named from
the enoient Celtic tribe, the
Parisii, whose capital was
known to the Romans as
Mudtown.





Whether you need to lose many
pounds and inches, or just firm
up a little — you can get the
positive results you seek






Open Mon-Thurs. 9:00 AM-7:30 PM Friday 9:00 AM-6
PM
VIILINITEI VISITS #






From 2 P1-4 PM
& 7 PM - 9PM
—EVERYONE WELCOME—
Regardless of What



















(June 22 to July 23) wyct—tr
Some unexpected situations
possible, so be alert. Take time
to think over all the angles;
then, in-your usual competent.
manner, set out to correct
what's undesirable.
LEO „
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44Z-
Even miall opportunities car
lead to worthwhile ad-
vancement, 20 &et liY-Poss
ANY avenue toward further
Program
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Get facts and figures straight
before attempting new un-
dertakings. Don't stretch your
budget too far, but do not
hesitate to,spend a bit in a truly
sound venture.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Be alert now. A thoughtlea
move could have more reper-
cussions than you could possibly
raG
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Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Brake. 
FOR TUESDAY,
What kind of day will
th=say, read the tccecastDe-r-ro laid out what
given for your birth Sign.
ARMS
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erotA
Slow down to gather forces
more compaelly,''. to conduct
activities more adroitly. Don't
deviate from a pre-planned
schedule for no good reason.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
This should be a stimulating
day, ,byt there ere two ad-
Moriltienie Don't take on more
than is reamtuible and don't
scatter energies — both ten-
dencies now.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 11.1911-
A dever beginning will cover






(Oct. 24 to Nov. n) at'eV
Fate up to opposition-but do
not let it incite you to usages
argument or Irritability —44th
little accomplished coh-
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. n to Dec. 21)
Handling your own or others'
affairs may bring new or in-
messed problems. Be reedy for
changes. Don3 •maka lin--
necessary ones yourself, but do
accept others which seem
desirable.
CAPRICORN
Dec. n to Jan. 20) Va
Your ambitions in high gear
now — even more so than usual.




direct limas say into, war-
dens and, along thwhile channels.
way' pal/Point 
your next mcwee' AQUARIUS
(Jan. 11 to Feb. -It)
Acamt icon your love life. If
single, the time has come to
make up your mind about a
current romance. 4._
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Certain misleading influences
call for stiecial astuteness. Be'
on,the alertforpereolls.wlio are,
unreliable or impractical — and
-
)(C'
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with many Waits
which should lead tea happy
and successful life, but how you
use than will tell the big story.
Once the -Maarten learns sell-
mastery and composure, he can
reach - more than one
noteworthy pinnacle of
achievement You have a fine
spirit of enterprise and are full
of enthusiasm about all your
undertakings; would make an




By Abigail Vat) Buren
-
DEAR ABBY: If someone had told me this could happen
to me I never would hay believed it. After •six•  years of
marriage tno children by :ftWw.), my wifeand LgotaniaA...
;Up in a wife-husband swapping deal.
Thiff other couple, who are about our age, weren't happy
wiph each other, and the woman was attracted to me and
the man liked my wifit, so we went along with the swapping
idea just for the fun of it. We had never done anything like
that in our lives and thought it would be a good learning
experience.
- After three -months-of &warming, my wife left nais LO
move into this man's apartment. His wife had no place to
live, so I let her move in with me, but there is no sex
between us, I give you my word. (There WAS some at
first, but it didn't last long.) All we do is talk about my wife
and her husband and wait for them to come to their senses.
It's been five months, and my wife is still living with this
man. She sows she loves me, but isn't ready to come home
yet.
How much longer should I give her? I feel like a fool
We're both schoolteachers.and I'm tired of lying and hiding
the truth.
SORRY SWAPPER
DEAR SORRY:•Althiiiigh-neither of yob is a "saint," let
St. Valentine's Day be the deadline. (If she's still giving
you the "not reedy" line, the marriage is dead.)
. •
DEAR ABBY: Your response to NON-SMOKER should
be burned! You apparently live in some ivory tower where
smokers respect the rights of non-smokers in elevators,
restaurants and confined public places. Come out of your.
tower, Abby, and smell the smoke!
I live ins large apartment building with "NO SMOKING"
signs in the elevators, but the smokqes smoke anyway. It
does no good to remind-them that its. against New York
City law to smoke in elevators. They do not extinguish
their cigarettes—they just move them away from tin
complainer.
Anyone who says that most smokers will quickly &rase
their cigarettes when. someone complains obvious17
doesn't live in New _York city. _
Dresses





816 Coldwater Rd. Murray
• 4--
DEAR SMOKED OUT: You're right, I don't. But please
don't tar all New York nicotine tigers with the same brush.
DEAR ABBY: Maybe YOU think it's "gracious" for
gtrests to telephone the hostess the next day or write a
note to thank her, but I disagree.
Ifs guest ducks out of a very large party without saying
goodbye because he or she doesn't-want to start an exodus
for say goodbye to 100 people ), then a note or a call Lathe.
hostess the next day would _naturally, take the _place of
what wasn't said in person. -•
But when guests leave my home and say they enjoyed
being there, that's sufficient for me; and I don't want them
phoning me the next day to repeat what. they have ahead*
said:
If there is something to discuss, well and good, or if they-
had an exceptionally good tithe a written note is welixime;
but I think perfunctory phone calls after a party are *
nuisance and a thing of the past. •
Am I alone in this? Please ask your readera to exprese
their views.
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Readers? Is a phone call phony?
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Lodge No. .382 FitAid, held
its 1978 officer election on
December 27, 1977.
Elected officers are as
follows:
Master - James Gream,
Senior Warden - Ronnie
Hargrove, Junior Warden -
Kenneth Galloway,
Secretary - Bartley Taylor,
Treasurer - Hoyt
Mangrum, Senior Deacon -
Ron Gerfin, Junion Deacon
- Bobby Galloway, Senior
Steward - -Hoy Higgins,
Junior Steward - Jimmy
Adams, Tyler - Cliff Fin-
ney, Chaplain - Larry
Black, Marshall - James -
Davis.
The Farmington Lodge
meets every third Thur-
sday of each month at 7:30
p.m. All members are
urged to attend and visiting
master Masons are always
welcome.
Let's Stay Well- - By Rm.:
Schistosomiasit Cows-_
Not Dangerous To OtherPersons 
Cit . C.C.__ asks
whether a danger exists
regarding the Spread of
seiustosomiasis a-tropical
disease, from one infected
person to another. He und-
erstands that more such
persons are traveling into
or coming to reside in the
United States from coun-
tries where this disease is
fettit_tartunon,
TA:. Sehistosorniasis.
one of the major parasitic
diseases, infecting an esti-
mated 200 million persons
in various parts of the
world, causing death and
disability. The infection is
common in Africa, &MIK
America, the Middle 'East,
P'POOL GIRL
Dr. and MICS. Billy PPool of
Murray announce the birth of
a baby girl, Mary, Kathrine,
weighing seven pounds eleven
Ounces, horn on. Thursday,
Jan. 26, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are .Mr. and
Mrs Wile P'Pool of
Hopkinsville and Mr. and Mrs.
Dalton Parker of Murray.
WILDLIFE PRESERVE
MIAMI (API— Miami Sea-
quarium, 85 acres of bird and
marine life on Virginia Key.
has - been declared an: official
wildlife sanctuary by the Dade
County Park and Recreation
Dept. _ 14 r-"This land. and sea area
vides a home for hundreds of
species-dirk- and birds, -bottle-
nomad dolphins, killer whales,
sea lions, sea turtles, alligators
and iguanas. The area is also a








and the Far:. ESA: rhe
disease is not enderTife tin
Western Europe • and the
United States. ---
A specific species of the
snail is 'a necessary inter-
mediate host and is found
near water in warmer ell:.
mates. As dams and irriga-




Increases and makes the
spread of schistosomiasis
possible. No effective
means has been found lo
control the snails.
It is true that schistose-
mitistallarritirrecOntriatOti in
•
the United States because present to act as an inter= •
of the travel of infested mediate host.
persons from • locations in Medicines are available
—Which the disease is for use ih certain selecteih
endemic. It is estimated _ cases _of this disease, but..
that 400,000 iSersops. the best hope for the future
with schistosomiasis infes- lies in the prevention of
tations now reside in the infestations through con-
continental USA, having- trot of the snail population
-- earlier- - become infested or--M the development of
' -while Isvini in a _locationtome .kind of immunity. in
---...nintre - parasites-. ebti- l7---ea. 'need persons_
Aria • snails canbine - -- Schistosomasis ma 
spread the diseaii: • _ a major health problem in
The disease- cannot be certain tropical and rsub-
transMitted directly from ,._trapic areas. More re-'
-an. infested to a non-in- search is needed to make
fested person. Further, no valuable lands available
.additional risk exists be- . and safe to live and pro-





What Is Certified Public Accountant—CPA?
What can a CPA cia for you?
- CPAs ore duallfibcf. knoWiedgabitotrust-
worthy. CPAs are profession
CPAs can_ helpywason Individual
or as a businessman. CPAs can het, you
w1ffitOx problems, CPAS can advise You on
a wide range of financial sublects.
Even if you don't use a CPA ptirsonaRy,
his services are Important to you. because
they lencistobility to the financial comm.
Everyone beneltts iron/ a CPA's services.
When you need accounting, attlIting,
_ or tax services. call a professional— your CPA.




Ciiy, Stole. Zip Cods •
Mail to: Kentucky Soenity ofCPAs
310 West Liberly Street I




21 Shrimp for $2.85
It's back by popular demand!
You enjoyed it so much last year, we've brought it
back—Jerry's Super Shrimp Sale.
For just $2.85, you get a giant helping of 21 golden-fried
shrimp, a hearty serving of french fries, a dish of our
savory cole slaw, and hot dinner roll and butter.
So come on in for lunch or dinner. Enjoy the $2.85
Super Shrimp Sale, at Jerry's.
RESTAURANTS











_No Dough For Snow
Welcome to the Bureaucracy Julian.
Kentucky's attempt at getting itself
declared a snow (Master ar a faired
miserably a few days ago sta
• officials didn't know ho
" y and the federal Limnt
wasn't going to give the cash without
the properly completed forms.
„ It . went like this: After a crippling
near blizzard struck the state, Ken-
tucky Governor Julian Carroll asked
for emergency assistance from the
federal government. But the letter
wasn't quite clear enough. Bureaucrats
- with the-federal Disaster Assistance_-
Administration in Atlanta aide( tell
Julian how to fill ail the proper forms
after they got them. And when they
received the improperly filled out
forms asking for our money the
bureaucrats did what any bureaucrat
would-do in that situation - they turned • -
us down.
Carroll admits that his staff wrote a
letter that was not specific enough.
Bureauer-ats-in -Atlanta • said Carroll 's- -
people have been talk over and over _
-110Vi -to fill out the, forms. -But the -
governor says the bureaucrats should
have given hid' some guidance. "
Btit,--rny scitirce in 'the, bureaucracy,
Lutz A.. Redtape, has a far different
interpretation of the affair.
He told me privately this week that
Carroll went about it completely wrong,.
-"YOU always- do one thing first when'
you apply for funds from the federal
level. Governor Carroll should have
iiribwn that." Lutz A. said. _ o_
-- " _And what should he haye done?" I- --asked.
-Always when you as,k for federal
poney, of any type," Loti A. saik' ou
must complete an environmental
impact study. In this case it would have
been sort of a reVerse.environmental
impact study."
-What, on earth is a reverse en-
impact-siudY?"' asked',"
confounded at the proposition.
"Well, it is -obvious the federal money
was to be used for -.uh...snow removal.
Now, in granting_themoney, the-federal
government needs the assurances that
before the money is dispensed, there is
the overall objective of providing,
protetting and 'conserving the 
vironmental assets of the state. You
needed to provide the citizens of the
state Witli
and naturalquality.othte,",______--...
"But, what has that todu with digging
out of the near blizzard,,,a snowstorm
that nearly crippled this stitte two
weeks ago?" I interrupted.
"Not knowing all the details about the
request, I would say that an en-
vironmental • impact study of the
request would have shown the removal
of the snow- to be environmentally
detrimental to the present quality of life
_inthestate.
"It is apparent that now," Lots A.
said, "Kentuckians have become ac-
customed to the snow to the point that
removal of it from their existence
would have severly altered the quality
of life as well as brought about a
psychological shock..."
-You are kidding!" I-exclaimed.
"Yes-t. Kentucky drivers couldn't
handle *their automobiles: property
should the snow beremoved completely
from the '-highways. And think of the
psychoko,gical shock of Trailing lip,
tomorrow; looking outside, and finding'
the snow gone? You'dthink you were in
another world wouldn't you?" Loti A.
said.
I had to agree. Lotz A. Ikedtape gave
me other examples that were just as
convincing.
His final summation about the
request is that Kentucky wOuld have
probably been turned down for the
emergency snow aid anyway.
- You can save face now Juitan.
-My 'Nam- -Tills Column" conteit is
still going On. Suggestions for a
workahie title lor the stuff that I write
began coming in this weekend. -
The rules are simple: Come up with a
two or three word title that fits this
column and you can become slightly
famous by having_ your name playedop_
in a future Column.'"-Y-OuTralso win a
fabulaus trip to . Almo in a
Volkswagen.
Pat Hackett of 904 Poplar in Murray
suggested "Hello ATCH-YE" while
Mrs. Betty Lowry of Murray came -up
4-with the narni "Natural Comments."
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Should Be Free To Choose
Dear Edit-or:
I, too, feel that we already have far
too many laws and regulations to 
protectus against ourselves. True, the
hard evidence linking smoking -tir-
ulsers; heart attacks, lung cancer.,
emphysemia and other respiratory
diseases is too conclusive for anyone to,..
detiy2-Bixt, adults, at least, should be -
free to destroy their bodies and lives if
they choose. - • '
How ever, non-smokers who are
forced to be in the presence of smokers
under any circumstances and
especially within enclosures, also have
to inhale the smoke and are also vic-
tims of "smokers diseases." and, since
fully 95 percent smokers demonstrate
absolutely consideration for the
health and comfort of non-smokers, a
regulation to _prohibit smoking in a 
- public - apalces would for the
protection of the rights of non-smokers,
who.FAR out number of the stickers. -
If Mr. Califano could succeed 111
banning smoking in the public places,
this could well be the one redeeming
action of his entire administration and
should be commended by all
Americans. _
Much has been heard ff-om the
Tobacco Industry but where is the voice -
of these who suffer from the rudeness of
smokers? The Keniorky Farm Bureau
President Bob _Wade_ has urged all
growers to contact,President.Carter to, .
ask for the dismissal' of Joseph
Califano. Mr. Wade- also noted that





WASHINGTON ( AP)- - What hath
Ronald Reagan wrought? The
American people will get, an- idea this
week when, 'after months of
preliminary skirmishing, the Senate
begins debating the Panama Canal
treaty.
It's an issue that has come a long way
since Reagan stumbled upon it one
night in Florida during his campaign
for the 1976 Republican presidential
nomination.
The former California governor lost
the campaign but fathered a con-
troversy that has produced a torrent of
_ rhetoric and put Panama at the top of
Senatorial travel destinations.
The -canal issue also has provided a
classic case history for students of the
enduring troubles between President
Carter and Congress.
There was Carter sitting by the
crackling fire in the White House
library.
"I want you to hear the facts," said
the president.
He went on to give a sales pitch for
the canal treaty that was laced with
-facts" even supporters of the
agreement found hard to accept. ,
Carter characterized the opposition
to the two treaties which deal with
_transfer of control of the canal to
Panama and its continuing neutrality
as "based on misunderstanding and
'misinformation."
He went on to say he wanted to an-
. -swer "the most common questions
• about the treaties."
Then he glossed over the economic
questions that have moved to forefront
of the-debate. •
Only hours before Carter's speech,
the Senate Armed Services Committee
listened to testimony questioning the
administration claim that the treaties
would cost the American taxpayers
nothing.
"'Under the new treaties payments to
Panama will come from tolls paid by
ships which use the canal," said Carter.
Not-so, s-alti Stn. Howard H. Baker Jr;
• of Tennessee, the Senate Republican
leader whose support is essential for
mustering the tw,o-thirds majority
, needed for Senate approval,
"I think the claim that it's not going
• • to cost the taxpayers anything is simply
.--.Pwiortg;" laid Baker:- • • - - .- -
And Raker was a lol gentler On the
issue than sucn hard-line opponents as
Rep. Philip Crane, R-Ill., who cited.
among other statistics a Civil Service
Commission estimate that turnover of
the canal to Panama will precipitate
early retirement by many U.S. em-
ployees of the waterway at a cost of
about 3135 Million.
Crane had a lot of other examples to
cite, including the cost of relocating
American troops and of training
Patiamanians to operate the waterway.
But more far reaching than Crane's
questions were those raised repeatedly
by serwtors who visited Panama
r recently and returned with - Strong
doubts about Panamanian resolve to
use revenues for maintainence and
capital improvements.
They also came back to Washington
unconvinced that the United States
won't be forced one day to provide
financial help to Panama to prevent the
canal operation from sinking close to
bankruptcy.
They may be wrong, their doubts
may be unfounded. But the president
chose to ignore them rather than an-
swer them.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
. _ We at The Murray Ledger.. & •
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel. the • editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer tri -a column -or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with aletter to the
' editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been-discussed on ttis page and,
a reader feels that the issuromerits -
the attention of the general public,
We welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
T
He used the same approach in dealing
with the questions of U.S. right to in-
tervene to keep the canal open and the
right of U.S. warships to priority
passage through the waterway in any
emergency.
Both issues were dealt with in a
statement issued in October by Carter
and Gen. Omar Torrijos, 'the
Panamanian leader. The wording af-
firmed the U.S. rights in both matters.
But it's clear that Senate approval is
impossible without that language being
incorporated into the agreement, and
thaLis, what_ wilLhaPpen nrlyJi the
debate.
•
But Carter ignored that reality and
left many senators with the impression
he was adhering to a hard line position
that the treaties should not be amen-
ded, even in a way that is agreeable to
the Torrijos government.
Those omissions ruffled feelings
rather than answered questions. One
other last-minute omission prevented a
different sort of flap.
Carter's original text included a
reference to the fact that both Baker
and Senate Democratic Leader Robert
C. Byrd were supporting the treaty. It
was deleted minutes before the speech
when Carter aides realized no one had
cleared it with the two senators.
- the
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tobacco contributes $2 billion annually
to Kentucky's economy - but no
mention is made of the coat to non-
. smokers for illness caused by having, to
breathe polluted air.-
Mr.- Wade also"--said -"Toed
, growers and users are Constantly being
harassed or attacked by somerrusader
, who wants to impose his views on other
people." Now, isn't that exactly what
smokers are doing when they light up in
the presence of non-smokers'
haie some reservations
about the sincerity of the Farm
Bureau's concern for the loss of
revenue in the light of Mr. E. W.
Kesler's objection to the removal of the
5 percent sales tax fromutility bills and
increase in the cigarette tax. He im-
plies that the saving on the utility bill
-Would he More thrin off-set by-the' in-
creased cost of cigarejles.
It would seem to Me that a two cent
'increase in cigarette tax would require
the smoker to sinoke at least 16 packs a
day to equal the tax on utility bills. May
I make it plain that lam not advocating
an increase in the cigarette tax but
merely point out what seems to me to
be inconsistency in the views of the
-Kentucky Farm Bureau. - -
A ban on snloking in public isn't likely
to reduce the number of-smokers, since
the overwhelming_ proof of the link of
smoking to the' diseases I mentioned-
earlier hasn't stopped smoking, but, the,.,
reduction in the amount of sm0ke,.
inhaled by non-smokers-would most
would most certainly be welcome.
How about it non-smokers? Have you
sent your letters to the President and
your legislators who have taken the
side of the Tobacco Insutry against
you?
sincerely submitted, Thomas E.
Herndon




Thank you for presenting our
Christmas activity program in your
newspaper. The patients at Western
State Hospital received many lovely
gifts and cortributions from the
residents of Murray and Calloway
County. Because of the generosity of
friends in your area, we had a festive
atomosphere throughout the hospital
with parties, gifts and vistors all during
the month of December.
We appreciate your support and send
our best wishes for a happy New Year.
Sincerly your,s,





As a service to our readers,_The
Murray Ledger & • Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or 'representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
_3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Waiter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510 „
See. Wendell H. Ford
, 4107 Dirksen Buildiqg,
Washington, D. C. 20610
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, p, C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
A,ssembly- in session -by dialing '-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,'
Frankfort,-- Ky. -40641. Hotne
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are: .
Sen. Richard Weiseaberger
Tioute 7 •
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 •





Today is Monday, Feb. 6, the 37th day
ofa1978. There are '328 days leftlri the
year.
Today's highlight in history: • '
thia Ants in 11152e_Kin&adaner
of Britain died and was succeeded by
his daughter, Elizabeth II.
On this date: • .
In 1693, the College of William and
Mary was chartered at Williamsburg,
Va.
In 1701, the War of Spanish Suc-
cession began, and French troops oc-
cupied southern Spanish Netherlands.
lic1715, the Peace of Utrecht ended a
war between Spain and Portaged.-
In 1788, Massachusetts- becamelhe -
34121_,State ,to
stitutiom --
In 1964, Cuba cut off the normal water
supply to the American naval base at
Guantanamo Bay in Cuba.
In 1976, it, was announced that former
President Richard Nixon would visit
Business Mirror
China, at the inyitation of the Peking
government.
Ten years ago: Provincial jariamiers
and other Canadian officals were
hogissiungiss Ottawa  lae_11-Kig pr•-iposk•._•4 
revising Canada's constitution.
Five years ago: The United States
and North -Vietnam- 'announced jointly
that a postwar Paris conference Would
begin' on Feb. 26 to monitor the cease-
fire ending the Vietnam War.
One year ytgo:- Opponents of Indian
Prime Minister Indira Gednhi held a
political rally in New Delhi that drew _s_
larger throng than One she ha4 taken
part in theday Wore.
• Today birthdays: - Former
California Gov- Konal46-Reagan-Lii-6.7-
years old. Attorney Louis Nizer is 78.
Thought for today: We have to live
today by what truth we can get today
and be ready tomorrow to call it
falsehood - William James, American
philosopher, 1842-1910.




NEW' YORK (AP) - Becoming af-
fluent in America is increasingly
turning into a family affair, anew study
on the demographics of -the upper.
income class suggests.
The Conference Board study finds
that- more American households
currently qualify as "affluent" than did
10 or 20 years ago. Even when adjusted
for inflation, average family income
has increased broadly for those
households comprising the wealthiest
20 percent of the country.
.But it also suggests that it is more
difficult than ever for a 'homily sup-
ported by only one worker to climb up
the income ladder: - - ----- -
"An extraordinary 77 percent of our
upPer-incothe families have at 'least
two -persona in' the labor force,- while
only M percent have a single earner," --
writes, the study's author, Fabian
Linden, director of consumer research
for the nonprofit business research
Aorganisation.
"More often than not, the additional
wage earner is a working wife. In some
54 percent of all homes in this bracket
the woman- is employed, up from 34
percent in the mid-'50s. In addition,
there also are many - instances where
three 15ersonS,- arid sometimes more,
are contributing," he finds in an
analysis of data from 1975 and the _
preceding two decades.
In 1965, 30 percent of households in
the top income bracket had only one
person working and 20 years earlier,
the figure was 35 percent.
All of this, of course, does not account
for the fact that actual spending power
depends on how many people must
divide up the paycheck or paychecks
coming in. And from that point of view,
the economic pinch may still be harsh
on families which statistically qualify
as affluent.
But it does suggest "a greater
democratization of the relatively
wealthy segment of the population,"
says Linden, noting that 3.8 million of
the upper-income families in the most
recent year studied were headed by a
blue-collar worker with a working wife.
Based on 1975 statistics, Linden found
that 11.1 million households were
earning $22,200 or more, which
qualified them as among those in the
top fifth. A decade before, 9.6 million
families were in the top 20 percent but it ,
took less - $17,600 r- in comparable
1975 dollars to make it into the upper-
income bracket.
In 1965, a household would have had
to bring in at least $13,200 to make it
into the ranks of what Linden refers to
as the income "elite"and 8.4 million
Isn't It The Truth
We people must be nuts or something,
We cringe from fear of missiles, gag
from pollution, limp from auto ac-
cidents, choke from inflation and,
coming up with no cure for those af-
flictions, expect Congress and the
President to save us from ourselves.
Bible Thought
Keep therefore the words of this
covenant, and do them, that you may
prtisptrr in all that ye do._ Deuter-
onomy 29:9
---Bol•votr-crlways recognie intrmte
snercy? Faith affirms that obedience rs
always rewarded.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
adOress and phone number must be
included for verificatiort The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and 
limit frequent writers:
Address cot respondence to




"The living standards of the average
family have just about doubled since
the end-of World War II. In no other
comparable period., of the nation's
history did we experience such an
improvemetit--of such magnitude," he
says.
But while he finds that the economic
improlement was widespread, the
study notes_ that it was not enjoyed
, equally 'by all, population segments.
Blacks and other racial minorities,
which make up about 11 percent of the .
population, accounted for just 5 'pertent • -




10 Years Ago— -
Pfc. Ira Ward, - son* Mrs. Vera-
Ward, has been reported wounded in
action in South Vietnam.
• Sue Nance, Ailey Site Hudson, Ernie
Williams, and David Buckingham of,
the Murray High School ,.National'
Forsenic League won honors at the
Owensboro High School Debate and
Speech Tournament held Feb. 3
William T. Jeffery is Murray Coach.
The highest average of the season-of
the sale of dark tobacco was reported.
The average of $46.39 was listed by
local tobacco officials for sales
yesterday.
Prof. and " Mrs. Larrie Clark
presented a musical program at the
Sweetheart Banquet held by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Ray Williams and Buddy McNutt are
pictured with their six coons taken in a
recent hunt in the "Fins 'n Feathers"
Column, written and edited by Lee -'
Smith.
20 Years Ago
Frank A. Stubblefield, Democrat of
Murray, has announeed his candidacy
for the office, of U. S. Representative
from the First Congressional DiStrict of
Kentucky, subject to, the Democratic
primary in May.
Laban P. Jackson, commissioner of
the Department of Conservation, was
speaker at the dinner meeting of the
East Pork Conservation District held at
the Murray Woman's Club house last
night. Norman Terry, Wayne. Williams,
and Dave Grimwood were also
speakers.
Dr. Ralph Crouch, mathematics
professor at A. & M. College, New
Mexico; son of Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood
Crouch of Lynn Grove, presented a
special report at a mathematics
meeting held at Cincinnati, Ohio.
In high school basketball Hazel beat
Puryear, Clinton beat New Concord,
Benton beat Murray High, Kirksey beat
Crofton; and Fulgham beat Murray
Training.
Mrs. L. M. Overbey presented the'
program at the meeting of Group II of
the First Christian Church CWF held at
the home of Mrs. Greg Miller.
30 Years Ago
Announcement has been made that
employees of the Murray Manufac-
turing Company will hold an election
Feb. 12 to determine whether or not the
wish to have a union shop.
Murray residents had to be content
with ice and sleet this morning, while
most neighboring comniunities were
complaining aboutanother snow storm.
The Parent-Teacher Association of .
Murray High School voted over-
whenningty at RS 'Meeting to sponsor a.
teen town for the youth of Murray.
--Miss Jimmie Ginglet, daughter of
'Mr. and Mrs.,,Lee Qinkli was married- to Billy Joe Stubblefield, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Stubblefield, on Jan. 24.
Edd and Charles B. Adams opened
their neat...8r.qCet7 and meat-emarket












TWO MORE - Freshman guard David Lowry jocks up one
from downtown and he swished the shot. Lowry mode all three
of his shots from the field and was four of four from the stripe
for 10 points in his best performance at MSU.
Racer Two-Mile Relay-
Team Wins At Indiana
It ;vas a-good day Sàtiirdiyfór the Murray State University
track program.
- The two-mile relay team, expeetedin be among the best in
thé nation, came th1óü I fliiefteM: to win the prestigous,






Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Few people- probably
believed their eyes about a
month ago when this
nivispaper predicted 'East
Tennessee-would win the Ohio,
V a llerretiferencre basketball
title.
Muff, who I consider one of the
finest ,.etizers in this or any
other coliference," Smith ,
said.
"Stopped Muff" isn't_
exactly the right phase. They.
intimidated Muff and- as a
result, he was able to conned
on past six of 24 attempts from
the field, his poorest shooting
night in his otherwise brilliant
career at MSU.
The only time there was
ever any doubt about the
outcome of the game was
before the opening tipoff. But
once the ball wow thrown up,
East Tennessee was in
„complete control and the Buss-
even threatened to blow it
wide open early.
Running better against
Murray State than any other
team has this season, East
Tennessee rolled out to 24-10




East Tennessee goes to 5-2
in the league and ris a half-
game behind co-leaders
Western Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee. The Bucs were
snowed out of a game at
Morehead, otherwise they'd
probably be 6-2 also.
"We needed td - play OM
snowed-out game just to know
where we stand. This league is
so balanced. It doesn't really
make any difference who is on
top. You've heard it _from a
thousand coaches but it's just
a case of anybody con ,beat-_
anybody on a given night,"
Smith added.
, The Bucsatpray-:tonight at
Austin Peay and if they play
anywhere as well as they
played against Murray
Saturday, then East Ten-
nessee could well win the
game.
The Bucs are in good shape,
res_ardless -they win at
ChirksvAle, They have only
road games left and Morehead
and T-eck tonight and
could well wind up 11-3 in the
standings.
B. J. Johnson, a 6-2 senior
. Kw& -Led.lbe...atiCa-witb. It.
points while 6-5 sophomore
defensive stalwart Scott Place
added 17 and 6-5 sophomore
Jim Smith scored 16.
For Murray State, Warren
had 19, Muff -17,- and Thirdkill
12.
About the only bright spot
was the play of freshman
,tutirdDaviclidower who hit all
Odlin set a new school record and finished fourth in the nine- N them and we ran well on them. minutes of the second half -, Danny Jarrett but we'd miss three of his attempts from the
But the most important key then the -Bucs scored eight the shot and wind up fouling," floor, all four from the line andfm. His time was 4:08.8 which was .4 second better than the 
finished with 10 points. He alsoold mark held by Brewer wON4 _Wt. _Stopped. Mike consecutive points to roll to a Overton said. ..,
Farther Pacer Kevin Caines, still a student at Murray, took Besides not getting" back did a, fine jog of PlaYing the
quickly on defense, the Racers defense point guard position.fourth in the triple jump with 49-1%. He was representing the
shape and quite sluggish on hustled the entire time he was
.."He really played well. Heappeared to be tired, out ofMason-Dixon Track Club.
Stan Simmons dire* the shot 51-11 but failed to place in the 
offense. Tune and time again, in the game and he really ranevent and freshman Everton Cornelius, participating in his
first meet, Went 23-534 in the long jump but failed to place,- - idUrray meld be trailing tour-;the.,. offense well. Overton
men in the bailtcotirt while all— Sate- Of Lower - --The track at Indian was an eight-lap-per-mile track.
In New York City at Madison Square Garden and before a of the East Tennessee players Murray is now 1-7 in the
national television audience, sophomore Dave Warren of the were already down and set jop league and 5-14 overalL The-
on defense. home record, now a poor 4-6,Racers ran the 800-meter race at the Olympic Invitational 
*111 think Murray.. ..could drop even lower aasponsored by Vitalis. Warren, the European champion, had
- -Tennessee Tech is quitegoing to win some games" the misfortune of drawing the outside lane and got off,to a
poor start.
It takes only a small error in tactic to get in trouble on an
indoor track and since it was an 11-lap-per-mile track, it was
difficult for Warren to overcome his start.
However, Warren has no indoor practice facilities at
Murray State and people of the area should be quite thrilled
over the fact Warren was asked to participate. And, it's
highly possible he'll be back at the meet next year.
Although Warren's exact time isn't known, it's more than
likely he failed to break 1:52.0.
Also running in the Olympic Invitational was former Racer
sprinter Fred Sowerby in the 600-meter dash.
The Racer tracksters will have a chance to gain more
national recognition this weekend as Murray will have
several entries in the Mason-Dixon Games at Louisville.
-- -
'Me Racers finished in 7:30:5 and were just 3 second off. .
the school record. Indian was second in 7:31.14 while Ten-
nessee was third in 7,j1.40; Wisconsin fourth in 7:34.10; and the Racers apart.
Kentucky fifth in 7.:.3911...liest were Notre Dame, Alananut, _ "To come into Murra_y44._
'Ohio -State, Western Kentucky, Ohio, Auburn, Austin Peay -play as well as we did, you
and Kentucky State. have to say it's as well as we
Freshman Keith O'Meally, expected to run an 880-leg in the could play," said East Ten-
race, didn't run because of a foot problem. nessee coach Sonny Smith,
Mitch Johnston led off for the Racers with a 1:53.7 then who has done a remarkable
Martyn Brewer took the second leg and sin a 1:53.5. Dave job in turning the program
Rafferty took the lead for Murray on the third leg as he came into a winner in his short
in with the top-tirne, a 1:51.4-then Pat Chimes anehored in tenure as the Bue-m'ack
1:51.9. "There were three 'keys in
Murray had one ot 

















believed their eyes Saturday
night when East Tennessee
came into the Murray State
Sports Arena and came away
with an 84-69 laugher over the
Racers.
After MSU coach Fred
Overton had announced on
Wednesday he iRouid 48ign at
the end of this season, it was
generally assumed the Racers
might just start off the second
half of the OVC race with a
bang and win two home games
and possibly even finish
strong and wind up in the top




Racers like a fox wouldTandre
a banty hen. They shin-Ay-lire
51-38 lead and it was all over.
The Racers* to within
10 at 63-53 'with 7:17 left but the
Bucs, murdering the Racers
from inside, puled the lead
back out and once led 4_19, 74_7
55 with 4:16 left in_the..contest.
-They played-- oil( ex-
('eptionally good- -game-and
had -control all the way,"
Overton said.
We never could make a run
at them. We played
nuraculous the first half to be
down by just four points after
shooting just 30 per cent. They




"When you have a bad night
offensively, everything you
else sort of goes down the
drain and you don't check the
boards and you're always a
step behind on defense. It
 shouldn't be that way but 11-
you do. whe9 yarn scoring,
game the crowd awoke -from- -you-get that atirenilin flowing.
their nap was when -Sohnntr."-----"We were abletijet back in
Thirdk ill pade, a sensations& the genie the last-plet of the
block of a shot and the Racers first half because we were
hurried down the floor only to. -getting back better on defense
shot. missed. Theti.„9310.91 course, thatput tieback,
Thirdkill floated through the close. They're the best run-
middle of the lane and made a ning team in the league. They
dazzling slam-dunk rebound, put the ball inside and that's
leaving the Bucs with only a where games are won.
26-21 lead. 'But! think we'll come back
Murray stayed with the - strong against- Tennessee
Bucs the rest of the half and Tech. There were a couple of
trailed only 38-34 et in--.-7.-tianes we did what we were
termission. The Racers. were ".*1111posed to do. We put the ball-
_dowtr_-_SPEL-ht-th to-Jahnnie.Thirdkill




SCHOOL RECORD - Jerry Odlki mends the final eery* and
heads toward the homestretch in the mile-run at tile Indiana
Relays. Odlin recorded a 4:08.8 for a new Mill school mark.








Smith said. -You just 'can't
have people as good as Muff












East Tennessee M Austin Peay



















QUALIFY FOR NATIONALS - The Murray State two-mile relay team, one of the but in the
country, qualified for the nationals by winning the event Saturday a the Indiana Relays Top row
left to right ore Mitch Johnston, coach Bill Cornell and Dave gp-fie,ty. In the front ore Marlyn










(Photo by Irian Ihrtrier)
e •
- The Murray State two-mile relay teamed wins the syelfthare eb anchormen Patthe line. The team also quarrfiel for the Indoor NeithIlml
f - P1.0.0 by /r 
-
imy Refer) t'vengitsf, and WW1) I.
••  .
capable of winning tonight.
Overall the Racers-are 5-14,
having lost six consecutive
contests.
The best ball during the
entfre evening may have been
the championship game of the




Florida, team took the title
with a 60-54 win over the
















fg-iga ft-Its rb pi tp
Jun Smith 7-20 2-2 11 4 16
D C. Smith .. 2-4 2-2 4 3 6
Plate . 6-11 5-6 9 1 17
Johnson.... 9-15 1-3 5 2 19
Watson  3-6 2-2 5 4 11
Perry 5-11 2-2 4 2 12
Underwood . 1-3 34 0 1 2
Harnmaker  1-4 2-2 1 2 4
Madan .. 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Totals 14-74 16-19 52 19 64
lilkerray Seers
fg-fga ft-Its rb pi tp
. 5-14 2-3 13 0 12
1-3 - 34 1 3 2
1-2 1-1 5 2 3
8-18 3-5 1 2 19
6-24 5-6 7 5 17
04 34 4 2 0
,3-3 4-4 2 2 10
2-6 34 3 2 4
1-3 0-0 2 0 2
0-2 0-0 0 1 0






- Laker girls' - junior varsity-.
with nine. Tim 'McAlister and
CaThiloewCaya_llovwlay1Coo un1 t4y 1f4-5resh7-
man basketqall team im-
proved itsieason record to 7-2
with 57-51 win at St. Mary
period, 27-22 at 411 time and
43-39 after three periods.
21 points while Larry Sanders,
added IS and Marty Mc-
11-7 at the end of the first'
County scoring with
Ciliston just missed twin digits
Sanders each had seven
rebounds.
at Benton along with the
team. '
Calloway led at every
James Bynum - led. the
The Laker frosh play tonight
St. Mary 7„- 15 17 12-51
Calloway (57) - Bynum 21,
Sanders 15, Mcruiston 9,
McAlister 7 and Butterwiwth_
5. 0 - .
St.i•Mary (51) - Rust 23,
Noonan' 12, Weitline 5,






IT LOOKS IMPRESSIVE but it didn't count as Danny Jarrett
traveled on this slam-dunk play. The ;tours did have one slam
dunk, a terrific dunk off a rebound by Third:It Unfortunately,
it happened so "Addy, the coneeremen foiled to MOWS it 114
film. _ - - - -
••••••■•
BUC TRAP - Mike Muff (40) and David Lowng11)eismilbe
on defense to trap an East Tennessee player and steal the bell
Lowry hod on excellent gems and may well land a starting ber
th if he keeps playing like he did Saturday.
Mae Photos by MS. Ileulawa/
14
SEE
ONE THAT FELL - Mike Muff, who had a terrible shooting
night as he mode just six of 24 shots, did 'nonage to make this
shot after crashing the offensive boards for a outback over
Joe Perry (14) of the Bucs. Also in the picture are Johnnie
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All ON T111 REDOUND - Richard "Abs" Abraham, the 6-31/2, 233-pound honk of muscle for
Padova* Tilghman, grain the relayed hors as be has position on Jimmy lamb of the takers.
Abraham, who plays as a fullback on the Tilghman football team, is only a (onior.
(Stuff Pliotoo by [aria Penick)
OVC To Upgrade Football, Votes
To Enter NCAA Division One-AA
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
I AP) - Hoping to lure some
. television coverage, the eight
member Ohio Valley: Con-
ference schools have optedfti
NINIrade.4. he changification of
OVC football competition.
Presidents of the schools
voted at a meeting Sunday to
have their- --football teams
OM Tiff RIM - Jimmy Lamb of the takers is on the rim with
the hall ash. soars sp off the floor for two of his 12 points.
Tilghman players are Wayasoad Garesor (23) and David lam-
bert (33).
(StoN-Plasom by Kevin hoick)
NOTICE
ANY individual dumping refuse in ANY
container (cans or dumpsters) within
the city limits will be liable to a $50.00
fine upon conviction.
The dumpsters at businesses
throughout the city are purchased by




A well-planned advertising program gets results!
Our creative ad staff will join forces to turn your
selling message into innovative ads that get re-
stilts. Call, and let's discuss your best- strategyl
compete in Division I-AA, a the campus of Western
newlycreated section of major' Kentucky University, voted
college football schools. _ .unapimously to, _petition for _
The officials also referred to membership -1W4h-e. %V -
--committee a' proposal to ̀  football classificateis pi- the
:expand the conference te 10
teams. The OVC presently
includes four teams in Ten-
nessee and four in Kentucky.
.._ The presidents,hieetirt on
National Collegiate Athletic
Association. The move would
be a step up for OVC football
teams, which now play in the
NC4A's.. _ H. Con-
ference teams are in Division'.
I for all other sports:
"We wanted to somewhat
upgrade our football," OVC
Commissioner Bob Venetia
said Sunday in a telephone
interview from his Nashville,
Tenn., home. "This will also
give us a- -better, -opportnnity
„e----for at -feast" regional
"television.
The NCAA voted last nagnth,
to,dieide its football Divifon I,
creating a Divtsion I-A for
schools with the greatest
commitment to big-time
athletics. •
Last fall 144 schools were
included in the NCAA's
Division I, ad gome Vie-
smaller ones fought the move
to split the group.
Vanatta said the critbria for
incluaiOn In Division I-AA
have not been decided.
Schools have until March 1(tó
declare their intentions to
qualify for Division I-A or
Division I-AA, he said.
Vanatts said committees
studying both the expansion
proposal and the future of the
conference's post-season
basketball tournament are to
meet later this month and
repOrt to the university
presidents.
He said no individual
schools were discussed as
prospects for membership in
the conference. -
TENNIS
RICHMOND, Va. - Second-
seeded Vitas Gerulaitis
trounced Australian John
Newcombe 6-3, 6-4 in the finals




Ark. - Top-seeded Dick
Stockton of Dallas won a
$50,000 tennis tournament
when Hank Pfister of
Bakersfield, Calif., retired
during the second 'bet with a"
sprained ankle.
101'S. 4th St




Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Perhaps now Coach Clayton„
Hargrove and his Laker Boys
1mow what it feels like to be
left Jmkling the short ead,:ot_
the- stick.. The Lakers were
all washed up the minute
Paducah Tilghman touched
the ball in the second half of
the Tilghman-Calloway
Coqhty doubleheader at
Calloway Saturday night. The
Tornado smashed the Lakers
77-54 with whirlwind speed
and power. •
Tilghman toyed with the
Calloway team throughout the
contest just as Calloway had
toyed with Farmington Friday
night. The cat and Monie
game is all right as long as you
are the cat; however,
Paducah played the cat, and
the Swamp Rats did not fare




the struggling Lakers and
established a lead early in the
first quarter that was never
relinquished in the game. The
lagging Lakers saw the
Tornado as _blue blurs as
'Tilghman finished the first
quarter leading 19-14.
Four games in five nights is
a bit much to ask of any team,
especially when the fourth
game is against an Opponent
like Tilghman.
"We came out early and
dilated a lot of easy shots 'and
got behind and vhh'you get
dOwn against someone like
Tilghman it's hard to make a
comeback. We tried to run
with Tilghman and we' just
couldn't stay with them,"
Coach, Hargrove said.
The second period of play
was as unexciting as the first
as the Blue Tornado extended
-their lead against the
desperate Lakers who seemed
to try too hard to get back into
the ballgame.
Paducah had alinost ab-
solute control of the boards as
'they rendered Calloway's
mainstay, 'Daryl Bushrod,
almost useless with close
coverage by center Richard
Abraham. Abraham held
Bushrod to six points in the
entire contest which was




was the secret to winning the
game; -We took their inside
away from-them. We played a
real strong defensive game.
We played a one guard, full
court defense that totally
upset their offense."
The Lakers came back from
halftime refreshed and looked
Race Postponed
POMONA, Calif. (AP) -
The final day eliminations in
the $326,000 Winternationals of
drag racing were postponed
for one week Sunday, because
of rain on the dragstrip at Los
Angeles County Fairgrounds.
The .,,678 entrants in eight
divisions had been cut to 16 in
each division as the result of
qualifying quarter-mile runs
Thursday through Saturday.
The Top Fuel qualifiers for
Sunday's rescheduled
eliminations were led by four-
time Winternationals
champion Don Garlits, Sef-
fner, Fla., who was timed in
5.777 seconds Friday. In the
first round he faces Richard
Tharp, Houma, La., Who had
the qualifiers' best finish line
speed of 250.69 miles per hour,
Tharp was timed: in 5.997
seconds, which endedup ninth
among the survivors.
Shirley Muldowney, Mt.
Clemens, Mich., the 1977
NHRA Top Fuel champion,
roared into the field in sixth
place with 5.975 seconds, but it
was not until her Saturday
morning run that she broke
into the top 16.
ilmoloomommoimr
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobocrlbors lobo bozo am
rocoisiod Moir boaro-Ioliromil
copy of RN Murray Wpm &
nem by 5:30 pm. Moo*.
friday or by 330 p. mi. on Serer.
env aro urged fo coll 753.1114
SAO p. U. i
MOINIMIBI-frtin, Sr 3211 p.m.
mod 4 p. lafordoys, to bran
iaivory•if rbo onropopor. Calls
wort MI Mom' by p.a. writ-
days or 4 p.s. SevrIsys to
goorocibmielkomp.-
•
dOod as Gene Lockhart and
Jimmy Lamb seemed to get
_the team backinto larva. on the
court; however, Lamb was
soon fouled severly although it
was not callecland the Lakers
lost their nerve .as. Tilghman
swelled their lead by seven
more points to end the third
quarter at 56-40.
Glenn Olive was Calloway's
one consolation. Olive played
one of his better games of the
year as he led the Lakers in
scoring with 16 big points. He
was four of four from the
charity stripe as he displayed
proellent form aLtize
Tornado Coach Miller put
his bench into play in the
fourth quarter. In doing so be
unwittingly_ withdrew forward
Chris Davis from the game.
'Davis had already racked uji
LEADS LAKERS - Ghe 01,1y1 (33) of Calloway County goes --
up for-two of 16-"poiats, whiebilod lb* ss in that depart-
ment. Guardiag Olir is lobby Bade (12) f 111gbasmi.
MID
38 points and was only ivio
points away from the school
record when he was replaced
by a substitute. -
The last quarter was
uneventful, with the exception
'Dab shortly
before he as replaced. The
Tilghman bench proved to be
as tough --aa the starters as
they stretched the lead by
seven more points to end the'
contest at 71-54.
"I simply asked too much of
the team. It is hard to play
four games in one week and.
finish against someone like
'Tilghman. We got outplayed
and that's all there was to it.
We are going to take a day off
and we will be ready, for Lone
Oak next Tuesday," said
Coach Hargrove.
Calloway plays Lone Oak
•
away Tuesday. Lone Oak
• defeated Tilghman by 25
points earlier in the season.
Maybe after-a rest the fakers
can regain face when they go
after Lone Oak in what could
-one--of Calloway's.' Mae




Davis • iS II 2
Abraham 7 2 416
Robertson. 1 • 0 2 2
Lambert 4 2 2 10
Gardner 1 0 0 2
Bofoli 2 3 2 7
Ithltobood5 1. 0
Morrison 1 0 0 2
Totals - 32 13 13 77
CallowipCilooly-loys
'4ft P1
Gailand 2 0 0 4
Locidiart 4 2 3 10
Lamb 6 6 4 12
Busbrod ...3 0.36
Mellon 3 0 $ 6
Olive  4 4 16
Totals 24 81754
10 16 21 E-77
14 12 14 14-54
Basketball Predictions
INIC (Tanight)
-TENIZENDIM TECH at MarfaybY four
EAST TENNESSEE at Austin Peay by two
Moreheatiat MIDDLE 'TENNESSEE by 38 -
Eastern Kentucky at WESTERN KENTUCKY by eight
OVC Record: 65-72 (.747)
Nigh Sokol (Tuesday),
Reidland at HEATH by 10
Ballard Memorial at LOWES by 10
Calloway County at LONE OAK by 16
Fancy Farm at SYMSONIA by 22
Wingo at ST. MARY by five
Farmington at FULTON CITY by 17
Marshall County at MURRAY HIGH by two
MAYFIELD at Carlisle County bx six
'Hiclunsuirountyet SEDALIA by one




PICK YOUR SIZE-PICK YOUR PRICE
Polyester Cord Body • Smooth Ride
¶21
5.60-15 or A76-13 blackwall, plus
51.61 or $1.64 FAT and old tire.
WHITEWALLS ONLY













G 78 -15 $32.50 $2 45
H78-15
Two Sturdy Fiberglass Belts
Whitewalls
$28
A78-13 whitewall, plus $1.82 F.E.T. and
old tire









F74714 $14.00 12 34
G78-14 $38.00 . $2.47
H78-14 $38.00 52 70






Plus 11.99 F.1.7 and











GR78-16 11119.00 $2 75
14878-15 --$73.00 $303
LR78-15 $79.00 $334
RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will issue you 8 rain check atsuring future delivery at the advertised prIce
GOOD VA ES ON NO-HASSLE SERVICE
LUBE & OIL CHANGE
$588
Just Say'Charge It' .
U TO 5 QUARTS MAJOR
BRAND 10/30 GRADE OIL
• Complete chassis lubrication
and oil change • Helps protect
parts - enures smooth, quiet per-
formance • Includes light trucks
• Please phdrie for
appointment. $1388
Use any of these 7 oMer ways to buy Our Own Customer redit Plan • pester
Charge • BankAmericard • Ainerkan Express Card • Ca, e Blanche TM
• Diners Club • Cith
r At Starred locations.
See Your Independent Dealer For His Prk and Credit Terms.
Prices As Shown At Coodyerr Service Star s In All Commu-
nities Served By This Newspaper. Services Not Availabte
PAW. E. Cartwright




IMPROVES TIRE MILEAGE, , .
HANDLING, AND CONTROL
• Inspect and rotate all 4 tires • Adjust.
caster, camber, & toe-in to manufactur-
ers specifications • Inspect steering
and suspension components'-. -Rind
test car, • Excludes
front-wheel drive cars.
Parts *Ora If needed
Most U.S. II some foreign cars
Idepending LuvrasikeL
ENGINE TUNE-UP
SAVES GAS, GIVES FAST
- STARTS IN ANY WEATHER
• Electronic engine, starting, and charging system
analysis • install new points, plugs, condenser •
Set dwell and time engine to specifications • adiuSt
carburetor for fuel economy • Cars with air con-
(laboring $2 more •• Includes Datum, VW, Toyota,
and light trucks.
$3611161!. 4088! cyl.
Price includes path and New.
SI less for electronic Ignition
GOODIVEAR
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE1 . -
Store Noon: -7:30 A.M. will 4:410 P.M. Doh - Open Frldwy MI II:00 p.ot.
Mgr. T. Tooskio • My. E. Witte Ater: 1.6. frlossco
315 W. Broadway 600 :Jefferson 100S. Stateline '
_ _ ,_ Mayfield, KY. Paducah, KY- puttee, KY:
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IT'S ALWAYS TOUGH ht the middle if the len when the
Calloway County girls are on the boards. Here, a Tilghman
player grapples for the bell with Felicia Pinner (10) of the
Lakers while Dawn Redden (24) end Stephanie Wyatt (32) wet-
TIGHT DEFENSE- Johns*, (21) of thulium tweeds
employs some tight Manse inside on Felicia Pinner of the
Laker:. Watching the pby Is Stephanie Wyatt.
EASY BASKET - Melissa Miller (30) of the Lakers was left
unguarded here as she scores two of her six points. In the pic-
ture for the Blue Tornado we Barbera Johnson (21) and Rhon-
, do Ridgeway (25).
(SOW Pttotos by Kevin Perkfi)
'
-.. • •••••--1.• _
Laker Girls Droti 46-32
CF
By KEVIN PENICK
ger & Times Sportswriter
 The 'Blue Tornado' swept
over Calloway County's Lady
Lakers Saturday Night in the
first game of II doubleheader
of Calloway as the takers
hosted the mighty Paducah
Tilghman Tornado.
The fast moving Tilghman
team thrashed the Laker girls
-,46•33 they. wee led to
victory by guard Ginger
Townsley with 21 points,
nearly half of the total points
scored by Tilghman.
Calloway Coach Marianne
Davis commented, "We were
mentally unprepared for this
ballgame. After the game with
Lowes we were not ready to
face Tilghman and we went
into the game with the wrong
attitude. We have never
beaten Tilghman and they
have been to state every year
and the girls let it get to
them'
The Tornadoes shot to an
early 4-0 lead that grew
rapidly throughout the entire
first half. Paducah controlled
both their offensive and
defensive .hoards, and at one
time rebounded the ball and
Put it up eight thiid -before
sinking a bailket. They were
leading 13-6 at the end of the
first period of action.
Calloway was forced outside
all through the second quarter
by the tight Tilghman zone
defense. The Lady Lakers
never got any fast breaks
against the quick Tornado who,
stole the ball a number of
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excellent form at the free
throw line as she made her
only: jwo_ freethrows of the
contest. Teammate Flecia
Pinner was a bit off stride as
she hit only two of 10 train the
line for the lagging Lakers
who managed to toss in only
six of their 24 free shots.
Calloway was down 28-12 at
the half.
Things began to look up for
the Lakers when Coach Davis
began to utilize her bench.
Melissa Miller and Stephanie
Wyatt teamed up as
Calloway's ladies scored ten
points and held Paducah
Tilghman to 14 to the end the
period at 42-=.
"We went cold and played
their kind of game instead of
playing,our kind of game. We
played their way and got
beat." said coach Davis. Some
of the awe that seemed to
handicap the Lakers began to
%Irwin:In-the fourth quarter
-1111-7tber•realized that they
coidd play tali with the taller
-
In the last period of action
Calloway actually
outtebounded and outahot
Tilghman as the Lakers
rackeditp-W points antTUld-
Tilghman to four small points.
Kim Willie contributed' the
final four points for the
struggling home team as they
were defeated by 14 points.
"We could not hit from out-
- side. We only hit 30 percent
form the field and 25 percent
from the free throw line. My
starters did absolutely nothing
•end I had to rely on my bench.
I had good play from Wyatt
who scored stx points and had
FRESHMAN STANDOUT Laura Lynn of the Lady Racers puts
up a jumper from the long range. The former Tilghman star
scored eight points in the loss to the Bucs.
(Ralf .MisSes), Ube Smiles
Mounts Scores 24 But
Lady Racers Lose Game
The Murray State Lady
Racers dropped their second
consecutive contest and fell to
8-11 on the season after being
dealt a 79-66 setback at home
Saturday by East Tennessee.
It was close throughout the
first half as the Lady Racers,
following a pattern over the
past few games, played quite
well in the first 20 minutes.
Both teams were in the lead
but by intermission, the Lady
Bucs had a 34-30 edge.
East Tennessee opened the
lead out to 50-42 early in the
second half but Murray' came
back with six consecutive
points and made it a 50-48
game.
The two teams traded
baskets before East Ten-
nessee scored two consecutive
shots from inside for a 56-50
lead. The lead remained at six
until when with 5:52 left in the
game, Pam Kilday hit one of
two from the line and the Bucs
went up 63-56. Just 13 seconds
later, East Tennessee made it
65-56 when Charlotte Robinson
scored on a fastbreak.
The Rues scored four more
consecutive points to up the
lead to 69-56 and put the game
out of reach
Jackie Jo Mounts led the
-Racer' aftzlek with 24 points
- 4
and 22 rebounds. Cirici
Barris, who shot well from the
long range in the opening half,
added 13 points.
Cold shooting cost the
Racers the game. East
Tennessee was 32 of 68 from
the field for a .471 pace while
Murray shot just .378 on 28 of
74 from the floor.
Connie Franklin scored 21 to
lead the Bucs while Kilda)
added 16 with Robinson and
Jennifer Campbell each ad-
ding 13.
The Lady Racers host a
tough Tennessea Tech team
tonight at 5:15 p.m.
last Tamotsu*
fg-fga ft-fta rh pf 141,
Kliday 6-14 4-6 5 1 If
Campbell 5-11 3-4 2 3 1-1
Robinson 6-9 1-2 12 2 1:
FEtrutanieldinr  
0-3 0-0 2 1 0
Baugher 
8-13 5-8 20 3 21
1-4 0-0 2 1 2
culherean 
Allen 
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rierm3348stete15-23 46 17 79
Mounts 
• legs ft-fts • pf
11-20 2-2 n 5 24
Inn 
34 -2 3 3 .09
•
Gates . 4-10 21.1 9
Barris •• • •,2!.16-.13 2-4 3 3
Maddia  1-0 04 3 3
Herndon 3-6 1-2 0 3.
Blackburn  14 2-3 4 0
Hughes 0-2 0-0 1 .0 0
Parried? P.0 6 2- ^






18 rebounds and 2a aggressive
points." said Calloway's
Coach Davis.
"Melissa Miller had a good
game with ten rebounds and 26
_aggressive pe.in4 is dal Mary
-
College Results
By The Associated Press
EAST
Amer Inter 8E, Merrimack
Army 64, Penn St 52
Melon Col 114, Fordham 93
Boston St 93, Rhode Island
Col 78
Cheyney St 73, Ship-
pensburg 55
Dartmouth 72, Brown 63
Delaware 93, W Chester




Harvard 76, Yale 74
Holy Cross 100, Hofstra 88
Navy18, New Hampshire 64
gibrbylviinia 81, Columbia
18 .
Princeton at, Cornell 50
Providenoe72, Rhode Island
59 AUTO RACING
Wagoner who came in and
played well for us. I was
disapointed but I ,think the.
(awes game really hurt us
and this game may spark us
-back into form." she added.
-The schedule is still up for
- 4
( MURRAY-LEDGER 1),TEMIIES 
Ills
11.
Marquette Hangs On To
Ruin Frank-McGuiretax-
BA.-Kr....RAPWPcitia.._
grabs; however, weather was "Frank McGuire
permitting, the Lady Lakers Appreciation Day" at
will host Marshall _cOUndY
Wednesday afternoon at 3:30
when Calloway girls hbOe to




II 1 1 23
Brown 0 2 2 2
Johnson 
3 0 4 6
2 3 4 7
Martinwn,S 
0 0 1 0
Bro 1 0_ 1-4
Baunh 
0 0 t - . n0 ' ar thought we had *it in
i ewes 1 3-
Brandon 
• 
0 0 r-j) regulation," said- M6Guire,
Totals 18 10 21 46 who was all set to celebrate
Cellevrey Cesety-Girie
h PI LP
Inter! 0 0 4 0
Ftoss 0 1 4 I
wlien a funny thing happened
on the way to the South
Carolina basket.
Wyatt 3 0 1 6 Butch Lee, a relativelyRedden ..•  ,III, 0 1 0
Pinner .,,.....,-.--.1  _2_ .s.-..4 small Marquette guard In a
forest of giants, grabbed a
2 1 3 1 _
Winchester 3 0 2 1 2-iibound. • ,
Wagoner 
134' 2 4.-'-'''''---1-1e- outrebounded our bigTotal  6 24 n
111g,hrnan 13 15 14 4-4 men when we needed the
(, alloway 6 
6 14 3-32 ball," said McGuire. "That
Miller 
Willie
•*Bonaventure 94 DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. -
jack enepr1111% 
Rplf Stommelen, Thine Heze-
Seton Hall 11 Canisius 63
Southampton 64, Hartwick
58
Temple 88, Drexel 70
Villanova 59, George Wash-
ington 58
SOUTH
Alabama A&M 78, Tuskegee
74 ' • -- -
Citadel 74, Mardidl 57
E Tennessee 84, Murray 69
Furman 68, N Carolina St 67
Grambling 72, Mississiqpi
Vly 68'
Guilford 95, Pembroke 63
Kentucky 88, Florida 61
ISU 89, Georgia 68 .
Louisville 83, Cincinnati 74
Maryland -Nev4mo
Vegas 68
Memphis St 101, 'Mane 21
• Mississippi St 69,• Adam
60 i•
N Carolina 101, Virginia
Tech 88
S Carolina St 81, Md-
Eastern Shore 77
- Tennessee 86, Mississippi 67
Towson St 95, Baltimore 81
Vanderbilt 91, Auburn 78
VMI 61, Roanoke 47
Wake Forest 74, Virginia 62
Wash. & Lee , Maryville 78
MIDWEST
Creighton 86, Bradley 74
Dayton 98, Ashland 69
DePaul 63, Oral Roberts 57
Detroit 80, Xavier, Ohio 74
Indiana St 67, W Texas St 50
Kansas 69, Oklahoma 68
Kansas St 86, Colorado 80
Kent St 55, Miami, Ohio 54
Kentucky St 62, Cent St Ohio
51
Loyola, Ill 68, Georgetown,
DC 65, OT
Michigan St 68, Indiana 59
Minnesota 80, Northwestern
69
Nebraska 62, Iowa St 56
N Dakota 70, N Dakota St 61
Notre Dame 100, Davidson
-26--
Ohio St 70, Illinois 65
Oklahoma City 75, Air Force
ea
Oklahoma St 62, Missouri 52
Purdue 75, Michigan 66
Tulsa 80, So Illinois 77, OT
Wisconsin 82, Iowa 72
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 69, Rice 48
Houston 94, Texas A&M 89
N Texas St 91, Hardin-Sim-
mons 82
Texas 87, TCU 60
Texas A&I 78, Stephir F
Austin 75
Texas Tech 78, Baylor 62
Wyoming 77, Tex-El Paso
74, OT
FAR WEST
Long Beach St 89, San Diego
St 79
Montana St 66, Idaho 59
Montana' 59, Gonzaga 47
San Francisco 96, Seattle 85
UCLA al, California 75
Utah 89, Brigham Young 76
Washington St. 54, Oregon 48
Washington 64, Oregon St 61
Sunday's College Basketball
Results
By The Associated Press
EAST
Baruch 80, Lehman 60
Duquesne 88, Pittsburgh 66
Hamilton 83, Utica 78
N Adams St 86, Mass. Mari-
time 66
SOUTH
Marquette 69, S Carolina 66,
2 OTs
EJNC-tharlotte 68, S Florida
64 "'•




foeeph's, Ind. 87 ' '"'
'Ali • • •
mans and Peter Gregg
teamed to nurse their dying
Porsche 935 turbo to victory in
the 24 Hours of Daytona, as
Porsches swept all but one of
the first 16 places.
Cottlinbia, S.C....but it just
wasn't Frank McGuire's day.
The fans turned out in large-
number Sunday to applaud the
longtime South Carolina
basketball coach who is
retiring after this season.
However, McGuire couldn't
, fully appreciate it after a 69-66
double-overtime loss to litirs
ranked Marquette.
rebound probably won -it for
them." „
More to the point, it pilt, the
Warriors in a position to win.
Lee was fouled on the play
with 16 seconds left and he
sank two shots to tie the score
at 49. A last-second shot by
South Carolina's Kenny
Williams bounced off the rim,
CINDY BARRIX of the Lady Racers dumps a pass off to the
side in the loss to East Tennessee. Barris, who displayed a fine
outside shooting hand, scored 13 points for the Lady Racers.





overtimes by converting a
technical foul after the
Gamecocks were penalized
for delaying tactics by not
coming out of their zone
defense quickly enough.
The second technical proved
costly, as Marquette took a
three-point lead on Lee's free
throw and a basket by Gary
Basenbee_re _South Carla:We
cut the deficit to one point
twice, but Rosenberger scored
on a three-point play, and Lee
clinched the victory with two
free throws with 11 seconds to




(API - John Bassette, 18, of
Hartford, Vt., who won the
.national junior A cham-
pionship Saturday at the
Leavenworth. ski-jumping
tournament,-,eapped the two-

























Stars Madonna ledgers ..ar '.ii every
comer of y)ir attic
Installation Warranty
Should workmanship prove
faulty within ono year of ,
staftstion Sews will. uoon
notrca from you cams* two,









Sit down to a
real steak meal,
instead!
-A real steak meal you can really afford.
Swim-hot steak (choose from 7 kindsi
. steaming baked potato with topping or
crisp n crunchy fries (your choice) a trip
to Our gemerette Silhad bar, a butter-meltitag





That beats grabbing a fast bite' any day!
And our complete meals cost lust a OM*
more than eat-and-run snacksl
Try our money-Saying deify speciafs - or
our change-of-pace burgers, chicken, ,
shrimp, or fish All cooked right, priced
right
Next time forget the rush-rush kind of
elan* and sit down to a real steak meal,
instead. At Sirloin Stockade
MONDAYS
Chopped Sirloin Meal, salad bar, and your
drink, lust $1.89! .
-TUESDAYS
Hearty Club Steak Meal, salad bar, and
drink. all for 22 19f
WEDNESDAYS
Chicken Fry Steak Meal, salad bar, and
drink, only S2.2t.
5.
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February 6-10 Is Ky. Farm Bureau Week
Gov. Julian Carroll has
procIaimia-the week of
--Ftbruary 6-10 "Farm Bureau
Week" in Kentucky.
The observance is tied with
the kick-off of an intendified
effort to attract new members
to the organization during
1978, according oto Kentucky
Farm Bureau President J.
Robert Wade.
County Farm Bureaus are
gearing up to conduct
membership recruitment
campaigns during the next
two to three months, Wade
said... Statewide goal of the -
campaigns will be to push
Farm Bureau in Kentucky
over the 200,000-member
family mark.
Last year's total mem-
•b!rdhip_ reached 194,587
itentucky families, Wade
• - ad,--the 16th .consecutive
- membership -growth




, There will be a wheat, feed
grain, farm storage and
commodity loan meeting to be
held at. , Ky. Dam Village
Auditorium on February 9,
1978, at 910-*-4M--7--- •
' The meeting will be con-
ducted by Beverly Yeiser,
State ASCS Executive
Director, Cecil Buckingham,
State ASCS Office and Gene
Settles, State ASCS Office.
Purpose of the meeting is to
acquaint the producer with the
1978 program and should last
about two hours. All farmers
are urged to attend so they
might have a better un-




- Adding spice tO-the Mem-
bership work-&-ffig don.-by
Farm Bureau leaders across
the state is a new set of m-
centive awards designed to.
lend recognition to successful',
recruiters. County Farm
Bureau women's and young
farmers' committees can win
trips for two to the 1979
American Farm Bureau
convention in Miami. Florida,
and top individual mem-
bership volunteers will be
honored at 10 district-level
membership picnics later
in the summer.
Wade said this year's
campaign is stressing the
improved services now
available to Farm Bureau
members in Kentucky. Some
examples include a beefed-up
state legislatiVe department,
new etre, crime prevention
programs, estate planning
assistance, improved in-
formation programs and a
new mobil health testing
service, coordinated by the
Kentucky Farm -Bureau
Women's Department.
These new and expanded
services are inaddition to such
well-known Farm Bureau
affiliates as the insurance
companies and the Safemark
tire, battery and lubricants
dealer network, he said.
"Farm Bureau's Primary
gOdt -Over its 59 years •of
existence has been to improve
the opportunity for each
farmer to increase his net
income from agriculture,"
Wade said. "This goal takes
on added importance during
periods of price problems,
such as today's reduction of
farm incomes to 1930's levels
while farm costs cont nue to
rise.
"Farm Bureau is the in-
dividual farmer's best hope
for having clout to deal with
at your service!
He'll help you build a more productive, more












Complete Rations In Meal of Pellets For All larstock
VITA FERMI SERVICE HEADQUARTERS:
HORSE FEED
fle Can MI• To Your Specif cakes or Supply Cpmplete Fest
DOG FEED
SPORT MIX - TRY /Ti
Hunters and Kennel Owners ksk About Ovr limn* Price of 500
Lin and Onor Approved By The National Roma Coeval
EQUIPMENT
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Farm Equipment. Lnestock Feeders and *ram.
ANIAfAL HEALTH SUPPUES
A full and Complete Lim of Products le r Preseobon Of livestock
Disease Prescription Drugs Amiable Through Vow Veterulareen
Your Veterinarian Is Trained and Qualified to Dices Your Amami
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political factors causing the -
we as farmers, continue to
Word theprtvt1egeof
farm cost-price crunch. .1:11111=--
through strength and stability
in our farm organization, can
producing gotEVIEFF-thts






estimated at 434.1 million
-pounds, eight percent below
the 470.3 million pounds
produced in 1976. Yield per
acre averaged 2,425 pounds
compared with the 1976
average of 2,475 pounds.
Acreage for harvest totaled
179,000 acres, down six per-
cent from the 14100 acres,
harvested in 1976. The eight
percent decrease in
production is due to the six
percent decrease in harvested
acres plus the two percent
decrease in yield per acre.
Unfavorable weather- con-,-
ditions have hampered
stripping and movesnent of




figures, corn production in
Kentucky is estimated at 126.9
million bushels, the second
largest crop on- record. This
year's production is nine
percent below last year's
record crop, but four percent
above the 1975 crop of 87.8
million bushels. Yield per acre
averaged 90 bushels, the
second highest yield on
record. This year's yield is 12
bushels below the record yield
of 102 bushels last year but 13
bushels above the 1975 yield of
77 bushels. The 1977 crop was
harvested from 1,410,000
acres, up four percent from
the 1976 acreage and 24 per-
cent more than the 1,140,000
acres harvested for grain in
1975. Weather conditions were
generally favorable during the
growing season but not as
good as the ideal 1976 growing
season.
Kentucky's soybean
production is estimated at a
record high of 40.1 million
bushels. This was thirty-nine
percent above last year and
twenty-four percent above the
previous record of 32.4 million
bushels for 1975. Yield per
acre equaled the previous high
of 29.5 bushels set in 1971 and
was 2.5 bushels above 1976.
Kentucky's Type 22, fired
cured tobacco is estimated at
11,550,000 pounds, twenty-four
percent above the 1976 crop of
9,296,000 pounds. The crop was
harvested from 6,600 acres, up
eighteen percent from the
5,600 acres harvested in 1976.
Yield per acre at 1,750 pounds
was 90 pounds above 1976.
Type 23, fire cured
production of 7,920,000 pounds,
is up fifty-five percent from
the 5,110,000 pounds produced
in 1976. An average yield per
acre of 1,650 pounds compares
with 1,400 pounds per acre in
1976. Harvested acreage of
4,800 acres was up 1,150 acres
from last year.
Type 35, one-sucker tobacco
production is estimated at
10,980,000 pounds, 35 percent
above the 8,160,000 pounds
produced in 1976. Yield per
acre at 1,800 pounds compares
with an average yield of 1,600
pounds for last year. Har-
vested acreage was up 1,000
acres from 1976.
Type 36, green river tobacco
production (grown only in




percent above the previous
year. Yield is estimated to be
1,825 pounds per acre, ninety-
five pounds above last year.
Acres harvested at 3,250
compares with 2,650 for 1976.
U. S. corn production for
1977 is estimated at 6,357
million bushels, up one per-
cent from the 6,266 million
bushels harvested in 1976.
-The U. S. soybean ilrop is
1977 totaled 1,716 million
bushels, thirty-three percent
above the 1976 crop.
Burley tobacco production
across the belt (Kentucky and
7-nearby state) totaled 643.2
million pounds, down five
percent from last year's crop
of 679.0 million pounds. Type
n tobacco is estimated at 37.8
million pounds; up from the
1976 crop of 27.3 million
pounds. Yield -per acre is
estimated at 1,851 pounds.
Type 23 tobacco estimated at
9.1 million pounds, irup from
last year's crop of 6.0 million
pounds with a yield of 1,823
pounds per acre compares
with last year's belt





WASHINGTON DELEGATION - Part of the delegation in Washington, D. C. recently for the American Agriculture
Movement are pictured along with First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard, 0-Mayfield. Standing (from left) is
Hubbard, Johnny Williams, Diana Williams, Frankie Adams, William Adams, Terry Williams, Bob Overby, Reda Over-
by, Alice Kemp, Howard Steely, Garry Morris, Harvey Ellis, Mrs. John Tucker, Mrs. lam Wallis and Kim Wallis. Seated
(from left) is: Dale Orr, Susan Adams, Darrell Overby and Bob Kemp. Others attending not in picture were: Robert R.
Wilson, !ma Wilson, Mr. & Mrs. Ike Allbritten, John Tucker, Bob Kemp, Thomas White and Danny Cunningham.
Swine producers in the area
should begin making
arrangements to participate
in the West Kentucky -Swine
Show to be held at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, Murray'
State University, on Tuesday,
Feb. 21.
Delivery time will be from.
six 'to ten a.m. Weights for
swine will be from 200 to 240_









Act Now - Purchase Your Butler: Farm
Buildings, Grain Bins, And Kan-Sun Grain
Dryers Now & Save Three Ways
1. Factory Winter Discount Sale
2.1977 Prices Before 1978 Price Increase




Office 502-753-3897 Keith Nays 502-489-2488


















ATLANTA, Ga. — If
potatoes make you think of
boring, but necessary, side
dishes — think again. This
nutritious food, now in plen-
tiful supply, according to the
U. S. Department of
Agriculture, can make a truly
elegant addition to winter
meals.
Planning to serve a standing
rib roast? Why not put some
whole, small potatoes in the
bottom of the pan and let them
cook in the drippings? This is
also a good idea when roasting
chicken or poultry. Are you
making baked potatoes to go
with tonight's steak or
hamburgers? Why not try an
interesting variation by Statewide _Farm Safety, J. cuttin& the potatoes in .
when done, scooping out the vv.
inpulp and sauteeing it hot fat
with some chopped onion'? Put ill Be Made .By UK
back into the shells, top with
The first state-wide farm dornly-selected families willgrated Cheddar cheese and . isarety survey n Kentucky will be interviewed quarterly to'bread crumbs, dot with butter, be conducted this year by the get information about ac-
and rafilinder,a4)"'ller ler* UK Caillege of Agriculture cidents that occur each seasonfew minUtes until nicely 
Cooperative Extension Ser.* of the year.browned. Your family will be
vice.impressed with. your „ " 
Meetings are being held this
. ingenuity.
• 
This the first step in month with area Etterisibn
developing more effective directors and county agents inotato 
-11MS educational programs to help the 30 'survey counties tosideatffaçtive 
"'" to ww-ts-v--- farm families reduce the explain interviewing
procedures so that valid in-
formation will be obtained.
Training • meetings for
volunteer interviewers will be
held in their counties before
April 1.
"We know that the accident
rate is too high on Kentucky
Farms," says Piercy. "The
survey is needed to find out
what the safety problems are
before w'e can do a better job
of helping farm families avoid
accidents."
The survey will include
types of accidents, injuries
they are causing, how and
where the accidents occur,
and which members of the
farm family are involved in
the accidents. Information
obtained from each randomly-
selected farm family will be
kept confidential, according to
Piercy. It will be tallied with
information from other
families in the survey sample,









1 tsp. grated onion
3,4 cup fine, dry breadcrumbs
Fat or oil for frying (about I
quart)
Combine mashed potatoes
with eggs, salt, onion and milk
and mix in the breadcrumbs.
Shape the mixture into small
balls and roll' in remaining
crumbs. Fry in deep fat at 380
degrees F. for about a minute
each. Drain on paper towels.
Serves 6.
When combined with
cheese, potatoes can be used
in main dishes that are perfect
for lunches or light suppers.
Serve the following dish with a
green salad, French bread,
and fresh fruit for dessert.
POTATO-CHEESE
CASSEROLE
1-1/2 cups white sauce
1,4 cup grated sharp Cheddar
cheese •
2 tsp. chopped chives
3 cups cooked, diced potatoes
2 Tb. fine, dry breadcrumbs
1 tsp. melted butter or
margarine
Make white sauce; remove
number of accidents that are
costly in terms of medical
bills, time lost on the job and
suffering," says Larry Piercy,
Extension safety specialist in.
the Agricultural Engineering
Department.
He points out that farming is
one of the most hazardous
occupations in the nation.
The 12-months survey,
scheduled to begin April 1, will
require 300 volunteers to in-
terview farm families in-
cluded in the state sample.
They will work closely with
county Extension agents for
agriculture and home
economics. The same ran-
Time Gets Short For
Crop Acreage Reports
"Time is getting short.
Producers of major crops
should report right away their
1977 acreage in order that a
Normal Crop Acreage can be
established for their farms,"





-Time is running out,"
Crawford said, "because
producers must furnish this
acreage data soon to be able to
qualify for 1978 program
benefits. We are still looking
for about 600 farmers to
certify their crop acreages to
the local ASCS Office. When
the data is reported by these
producers the county ASC
committee will determine the
Normal Crop Acreages
(NCA).
"The NCA is essential to
participation in the 1978 set-
aside program. Farmers who
do not participate will not be
eligible for price support






is no place for
your valuables...
It's after midnight. Do you know
where your valuables are? Chances
are they're safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking about important pa-
pers, jewelry and other irreplaca-
bles ... why chance it? By keeping
your valuables in a Safe Deposit
Box, you'll have the security of
knowing .they're protected from
theft, misplacement or damage.
for just pennies a day! '
from heat and stir in cheese
until it melts.. Add chives.
Place potatoes in a 1-1/2 quart
casserole and pour sauce over
them. Mix breadcrumbs with
melted fat and sprinkle over
mixture. Bake in a 350 degree
F. oven until lightly browned,
35 to 45 minutes. Makes 6
servings, 3,4 cup each.
WHITE SAUCE ,
Blend 2 tablespoons &kir
with two tablespoons butter or
margarine., over low flame':
Slowly stir-lit.) cup milk. Be
sure to stir constantly until
thickened. Add 1, 4 teaspoon
salt.
HAZEL. SPEAKER ----11nle %ley, County Executive
Agriscene By DIANA TAYLOR-Associated Press Writer
Demand And Prices For Going
Up On One-Sucker Tobacco -
Demand is going up; so are
the prices, and Kentucky pro-
ducers of one-sucker tobacco
are looking forward to favor-
able markets in coming years.
Prices for one-sucker, or
type 35, tobacco have shown
sizeable increases the past
few years, and this year
they're averaging close to
those offered for burley
tobacco, traditionally the
highest-priced tobacco to be
found.
One-sucker is a dark
tobacco variety and is used for
such things as clear wrappers,
snuff and chewing tobacco.
The demand for those prod-
ucts is inczeasing annually,
says Bob Milton of the Ken-
tutky Crop---dr- Livestock
Director, of the Galloway ASCS is pictured outlining the Reporting Service, and with,
the relationship of supply and1978 farm program to the Hazel Adult Farmer Class.
demand being what it is,Riley 'met With the class at Dees Bank in Hazel on Mon 
greater demand has meant
day evening. Jan. 30, to discuss the U. S. Department of higher prices for one-sucker
Agriculture Feed-Grain Program with the class mem- tobacco producers.
hers. The class is regularly taught bV Jamie Potts. Last week, the average sea-
s - son price for one-sucker to-
Major Corn Insect Show
bacco was $118.53 per hun-
dredweight, while a hundred
pounds of burley averaged
$1917.
Resistance To Pesticid The one-sucker pricees reflects an upward trend
which has been noted for at
Western corn rootworm like Dyfonate if resistance is least the last four years,
populations have developed suspected—. Milton said. An average of
resistance to certain car- Western corn rootworm $75.50 in 1974 jumped to $80.20
bamate soil insecticides in damage from feeding on brace
recent years, and the key and feeder roots can range 
POLISH SAUSAGE
factor in preventing' Control from negligible to complete 
Make Polish Hot Pot. Pare
failures in continuous corn is field devastation through 
six potatoes and cut into one-
insecticide rotation away lodging. Planting time band 
half slices. Arrange in the
from carbamates if resistance applications of insecticides bottom of a greased two-quart
Es suspected, Wording to like Dyfonate can help reduce 
caserole Cut one-half pound
Sorb Dakota State University these losses. To date, there 
Polish sausage into one-inch
Entomologist, Dr. Dave has been no—evidence of 
slices and place over potatoes.
Walgenbach. ' resistance developing to 
Top with six onions thickly
In past years entomologists organophosphates like 
sliced. Mix a one-pound can of
tomatoes, one and one-half
teaspoons paprika arid one
teaspoon salt and add to the
has been used continuously. When you are preparing your cassernie' Bake at 
350
 degrees
Current recommendations in own barbecue sauce, you can 
for 45 minutes. Stir in one-half
light of the new data call for usually substitute honey for the 
cup sour cream and bake 15
rotation to organophosphates sugar called for. - • 
minutes longer. Makes six
servings.
have warned that resistance
was developing to Furadan on
fields where the compound
Dyfonate
a year later, and tlie 1976-7
selling season brought an
average of $115.70.
Anct_ in recent sales this
Year, one:eudter tobacco has
averaged prices above those
offered for burley, said
llrenda Leob of the Tobacco
Market News Service in
Lexington.
On Jan. 9, one-sucker sales
averaged $23L07 per huruired-
weight, Ms. Wells said, a
mark unequalled by burley
sales this season.
Eighteen western Kentucky
counties are responsible for
the state's production of some
14 million pounds of one-
sucker tobacco. Most of the
one-sucker tobacco produced
in the country comes from
those counties and nearby
West Tennessee.
. -
Farm Profit Bulletin 037s :
Plan for wet weather.
When. the weather Just won't cooperate-you need the •
-441.14Ariven Lely-goterralPlt enables you to begin preparation .
of vo-Dt,seedbeds at almost. the moment ,You can drive your
-4-coo4rifroonhatit getteetp.o6uok.-
Millions of acres have tested the working principle of the
Roterrati during' good and bad weather and in all hives of
soils Think about the timeliness and flexibility you will have
during critical planting periods You'll get faster germination,
a better crop start, a consistent Stand and improved yields
You'll have even greater timeliness and flexibility yihen you
spray; till, incorporate and plant at the' sense trip w4th-a—
Lely-STIP,bystemTm It will increase the planting capacity of














See A demonstration of the Lely-Roterra• and the Lely-STIP '
Systemfm'
You'll learn to save trips and bank on the results
For Inforasation on when you con see the Loh STIP
System confect McKioil Equipment Today.
OLILY McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut, Murray, 153-39112
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS, INC.
BIN and STEEL BUILDING
WINTER SPECIALS
Be prepared for future drying and storage needs, by purchasing now,







G.S. I AVOID LOSSES FROM SHRINK,
STORAGE COSTS AND RAIL DELAYS!


















This general practice in the agri industry creates a slow season for
the farm building industry. Our WINTER SPECIAL during which -
we trade substantial discounts for BUY NOW decisions keeps us in
business and saves you thousands of dollars over what you would
have to pay for the buildings and bins next year.
Whatever you will need in a building.. .hangar, barn, machine shed,
animal shelter, or crop storage...ASI can supply it at once in a
lifetime savings by ordering now with delivery later if desired.
ASI building are computer designed for rugged strength, precision
fit, and easy erection. They are customized to your need by choice of
dimension j, building styles, and such optional equipment featureS7
as grain srorage kits, personnel doors, sky lights, windows, roof ven-
ts, and colors. Complete eraction available.
For more information on quality buildings, drying bins, storage
bins, and the savings we offer through our WINTER SPECIAL,
DRYING BINS INCLUDE
*Druid) ladder I Roof Wear
•Insido Larder












, 'n highest quality
at best price!
STORAGE BINS INCLUDE
*Stool Rao awl ho
•Ohlk-la Dow
'lop Coen t Ud
• Roof Wahl
•Odeido L Indio ladder
• oaf Safety Nog







38' 48' x 16' Erected $6,974
38' x 72' x 16' Erected 9,626
SLANT WALL
40' x 48' x 14' Erected $6,111
40' x 72' x 14' Erected 8,445
Includes: Double Slide door 20' x 13'
*Km Cakrolown Roof, urine Shaded Stool
Fort000n. N... 20 your writhe goorneo.
•Abovie price adadat wadi= so dors.








COMPLETE RANGE OF CONT1NUOLIS-FLOW DRYING SYSTEMS
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2. Notice
BIBLE FACTS - Who du
you trust? God and his
word or Man aild his
doctrine! I Corinthians
6:2 and 3 tel,Ls what to be
prepared for. And verse
9 and 10 tells us who will
not see the kingdom of .
God, Bible answers and






































on and the Bus.iness




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.;
753-0035. Free parking











ANY individual dumping refuse in ANY -
container (cans or dumpsters) within
the city llhlits will bb liable to a $50.00
fine upon conviction. -
The dumpsters at businesses
tin uugliuut the-city are -purchased by





Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
HELP, -MY CAR is
dieing! Student needs
ride to Mayfield by 8





and . Tax Service,
Railroad Ave, Murray.
, Call 753-4.636 or after 5
p.m. and weekends 753-
3996.
— WHAT WE do best is
care. Needline, ;53-6333.
Woes safe & fest web
Galles' Tablets & 1.Vep




charge lady to manage a















- TEltPRISE, Box 21679,
penver, 60.80221.
AMBITIOUS PEOPLE















layoffs. No waiting for
raises. Excellent fringe
benefits. - No overnight
travel. Send brief












capitol to fop; a .cor-
poration manufacturing
a limited production 4-
wheel drive vehicle
based . an the Ford
Ranchero this idea has
Over a million -dollars"
national sale potential
will split 50-50 contact





business start ups; first
and second mortgagt
loans, signature loans,
up to ;25,000, farm loans
some 6.'2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795




— all eligible lan-
downers and . farmers'
can now get group in-
surance — (Excess
Major Medical) at
low group rates. For a
free brochure call
Bennett and Associates,
203 South 5th Street, •
Murray, 753-727'3 or- 759-
1486.






























-:-DURING THE HONEYMOON :
"PIANA ANO THE PHANTOM ARE





















17e Undid Fn SYstleefti,,c"
"siF YOU WANT
SOMETHING DONE,






THAT SAY I NG










Deer Jimmy (Pitter).1 love
you more then words con
express. I hope we wifl al-
ways be together to shore
the good and the bed. Love
always. See (Chard') P.S.
Werner loves you toot
WANZA. Happy Voisin-
tine's Day to the sweetest
and most loving wife ond
mother We love you. Lorry
and Chad.









P. 0. Box 32
Murray, Ky. 42071
•
Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You?" -
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advi-
sors will be happy to help you write your message.
to Mont-and Dad
We couldn't have picked a
'nicer pair et parents in the




Mrs. Smith — Thanks for
making Science fun to learn




To my iiife; Ann . . .
After 1 5 wonderful years
of marriage, l'e still head-






To Jane — wont you 1w
my Valentine, and I won't




Malray Ledger & Times
Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine






Cy  State 
Zip  Phone 
Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1978. All ads will run on
February 14, 1978 unless you specify other-
wise. Photo can be picked up at newspaper




















$100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; model
VR-50 11144.13; 50;000 BTU
hourly input rating. 675.
Call 753-2424.
SUMMER MATERNITY




NEW QUILT, $45. Also
will do quilting. Call 753-
1733. --
FIREWOOD for sell. All
oak and hickory. $15.01f
per rick and up. Prompt
delivery, Call after 5
p.m. 437-4228.
ELECTRIC HEATER,
4,000 watt four stack




Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.






• Secrets.'-' When .you
purchase the new book
 TaetEverything Your
Government Has To
Give." Send $2.99 to TK
Products, 1602 Dodson
Ave.! Murray, Ky. 42971.
APARTMENT SIZE
sioVe and refrigerator, 3
chests, china cabinet,
single size bed, table
and chairs. Call 489-2425
or 753-8218.
OIL STOVE with blower.
Nearly new. Call 437-
4693 or 437-4181 after 4
p.m.
16' LOMBARD chain saw,
nearly new, to much
work for me. $140. Call 1-
3544205.
USED CROSS TIES -
excellent for land-
scaping or 4ence-Sult
Call after 4, 1-898-7950.
407-11•41L3E31911E10710
15 Articles or Sale




Ashley wood stove. Sell















Highway 94, 19 miles
West of Murray. Call
382-2174. TV's are our
only business.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 65 • EE bedroom,
baths, central gas
heat, central air, storm
windows. Unfurnished
and 2 years old. Located
in Fox Meadows. $6900.
Call 753-2813.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x55 TRAILER for rent.
Apply in person only at
Dill Electric, located at
Murray Drive, __In
1978 Unded Featuie Soda', Inc
EXTRA NICE Theatre entrance. "BEFORE YOU STA1ZT REACHING FORWestinghouse electric  - "(OUR COAT, THESE TAX CUTS YOU'REe. Call 492-8651. MOBILE HOMES and REAPING ABOUT ARE ONLY PROPOSED."mobile home spaces for
:
19 Farm Equipment
300 • GALLON crop
sprayer, 42 ft. booms.
Centrifical pumps.
Fiberglass tank, never
used. Cost $1700.00 take
$1100.00. Call 753-9920 or
• n3-3000.
20 Sports Equipment
14 FT. Fiberglass Bass







rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
HOME OF DISTINC- THE PRICE IS RIGHT
TION - Beautiful and and so is the location,
spacious 4 bedroom, 2',2 close to the university on
bath home in quiet residential street.
Gateg‘orough - Sub- Four - bedrooms and 2
division. Almost 3,060 baths with iny of 'living
square feet of corn- area. Fenk** backyard
fortable, well designejd and ooin with
living area this)- fliepla some of the
. story brick home. extra f es. Priced th
Central natural gas the KOP-
heat, ' lovely fireplace, PERUD' REALTY, 753-
formal dining room,
private patio- with gas
grill and we could go on
- and on? Why not take a
look at this quality home
may he just what
you've been looking for.
Phone -753-1222. • HOP-
- PERUD REALTY. • -
30 Businc>s Rentals
FOUR CAR shop for rent
Call 753-8606.

















washer, dryer n lxenku .'
- all carpet. Central heat





Ayes/ C.Aisffr Nome Repairs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
None mood eel eereieled ewer U
rms. fle eel dee wee POMO
10 'WOW.






tress for antique beds or
campers. Buy direct




West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South








Fri. I Sal 8-2.30
•Hoir Cuts • Shaves
209 Walnut Street






You're ready to give up...just because you
think you're stuck with a home that no longer fits
your family's needs! But, don't give up so soon -
Dial 753-8080 and let Boyd-Majors Real Estate
come to your rescue.
We offer you many benefits when you list with
us - Specialized training, daily contact with the
housing market, ready prospects, highly
developed skills in negotiating and selling, wide
knowledge of financing, and a firm grasp of the




Barbara Erwin 753-4136 Audra Moody 753-9036
Warren Shropshire 753-8277 B. B. Nook 75 3-23$7
- • - Milier-799-751
FURNISHED-' ONE
bedroom, married









ment. Two or 3 people.
Stove refrigerator, and
air condition furnished.




33. Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOMS for
boys, 1 block from MSU.
Refrigeratpr furnished.
Call 753-1812.
36 For Rent Or Lease
TOBACCO BASE and
barn for rent. Also 4













female, 4 months. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-4183.
43.Real Estate
THX---HOUSE that does
double duty • a com-
fortable 2 bedroom
home, large eat-in -
kitchen on the main
floor plus one bedroom
apartment upstairs. . .
full basement. Owner
will consider renting
with option to purchase.







901 Sycamore Marren, Ky.
LET IT SNOW LET IT
SNOW LET IT SNOW -
but don't let it stop you
from looking at this 4
bedroom brick, 21/2 bath
home, family room with
fireplace patio and
many other extras. Call
753-1492. LORETTA
5.
1222, or come by our
conveniently _located
office at 711 Main Street.
Purlieus II Thurman
begrimes & Real Estate
Souths id* Court square
Kentocky
753-4451
68 ACRES located east of -
Puryear, , Tn. on
blacktop road. This can





with this frame home
located only 2 blocks
from court square.
Property is zoned B3
and could easily be
converted to offices or









Seeing is Believing - You'll
Wye te ems this bamstifssi
imam at IMO Kirkwood to 'p-
arades tbe mrality croft.
sameship, ourrorials end fia-
t tyres. Izeiesire features ke-
claide r•di•-iefere•ne,
**mil sod wst'ometic closet
ligitts. Let es sitew yea Me
lovely 3 beanies, 2 bell brick
Imam sena. Onir MAK
1707 Clvi. 3 bedroom, 2 WM
hriek b...s Necks from
cps.. Nas meal swim
sportowirt wed detached mar-
21141 not for 42011
woe*. $48,500.
753-3263 Anytime
46. Homes For Sale











$600.00 per acre._ About . 
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per'ielit of the
farm has gird barb wire
fencing.- 'Jelin
Neubauer, Realtor,- 505
Main St., 753-0101 - 753-
7531. ,




REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farrn land and acreage
JOBS REALMS' -----47yoU have. a
-farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also If you have
been wanting to pur-
- chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a






shots. Make nice pet&
Will deliver. Call 753-
9390.
13. Real Estate
34 ACRES JUST LISTED
THIS WEEK. Choice










120' wide, 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle.
City water and sewers.
Priced right to sell
quickly. $4,950. Act now!






























First, plot your way slightly off thc beaten path
to 1200 Sycamore. . . enter LORETTA JOSS
IllitTOIL Nowa/open. your own Real Estate
Buyers Guide to shop for a home 3t your con-
venience. Come by our office today To get your
free copy of our Listings with pictures.-
BY OWNER: 3 large
bedrooms, 1'i baths-, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many
extras. 2 miles from
Murray off 121 S.
$37,000. 753-9732 or 767-
6970.
19. Used Cars Trucks
1975 GMC pickup, High





Car in primer. All parts
complete. $350. Call 753-
9997.
49 Used Cars Trucks





pala, 2 door hardtop,
solid body with all parts.






air condition, 4 cylinder,
good condition. $4500.
Four wheel drive. Call 1-
924-5632.












Call 753-0189 or 753-0440.
1987 CHRYSLER station
Airwri, Power beak 
steering, and air. Call
753-8127.
1974 ilONDA-750, only
4,000 miles Like new.
Call 4094797 sifter 5 p.m.
1977 FORD F156, 4z, 351
_41!_f-FM
radliey-- white- -*port -
- wheels, air, • antortuitft,
lock in 1100 tires. Hubs,




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good - gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove








FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
1965 CHEVROLET 1/2 ton 
short bed step- ftrrr, IC • TANK "PURI=
truck. Three speed. 327 4 PING. Residential and
-barrel. Side-pipes. $525. commercial. Rex Camp,
Call 436-5663. 753-5933. -






exterior. Also dry wall















repairing. All - work
guaranteed. Call 759-
1231.
INSULATION BLOWN in 
by Sears save on these
high beat and cooling
hiliáiliui. Taylot,
at 7531310 for free
estimates.
WILL HAUL ANY type of
-white rock, rip rap, and









roofs sealed. Call Jack












Phone 438-2124 or 436-
2432.
LICENSED ELE_C-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and












struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah. Ky.







WILL ,CARE for an
- elderly- iferson 




ALL TYPES backhoe and
- septic-- tank work. Field






KIRBY - New, rebuilt
starting at 845.00. -
Complete Service. Calf
ik0* hanq 253.3118-
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




Cortipany Inc. Air con-







Yes, a sense of pride in owning this inviting home
on Murray's West Side. Four bedrooms, central
gas heat, attached garage, step-saving kitchen,
beautifully landscaped yard with private
backyard, wooden fence, patio and gas grill. All







George Gallagher 753-1129 Geri AmIersims 753-7932









(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from









































Nowt wave, dee, sower,
power and comsat, teals rod
etc.
753-5703.
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I Deaths and Funerals I
- 'Former Resident,
Mr. Maddox, Dies
Leon Jones Dies On Debate This Week
William I Bill) Maddox of
American Fork, Utah, for-
mally of Murray and Hazel
died Saturday at eight a. m. at
a hospital in Salt Lake City,
Utah. He was 63 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
anesthetist and had been.
residing ing Utah for about 25
years.
Mr. Maddox islurviVed by
his wile -;.Mra-. Ann Maddox, _
American Fork, Utah; one
daughter, Mrs. Barbara
Morehead, Memphis, Tn.; one
son, William Homer Maddox,
Whitlock, Tn.; two brothers,
Maurice Maddox, Hopkin-
sville, and Ed Maddox,
.Murray. Route Three. . .•
Funeral and burial services




Jack W. Attkisson of
Murray Route Sir died this
morning at 11;_10.,_ at "the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was 85 years of age and
-is -survived by- his. wife,
Dorothy.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial
arrangements.
Mrs. Ruth L Uhler
Dies At Home With
Rites Held Friday
Mrs. Ruth L. Grace Uhler,
sister of Mrs. Harper Swift of
Murray, died last Tuesday at
the. Cedar Crest Senior
Citizens • 'Home at Possum
Trot_ She was 85 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Ormond Beach,
United Methodist Church.
She is -survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Ruth Hut-
chens, Bloomfield Hills,
Mich.; two sons, William H.
Grace, Sane Barbara, Calif.,
and -Lloyd Uhler, Richland,
Wash.; one brother, Artmus
Pace, Cedar Crest Senior
Citizens Home; three sisters,
Mrs. Roy W. Bingham,
Warren, Mich., Mrs. Frank
Bryan, Manchester, N. Y.,
and Mrs. Harper Swift,
Murray.
The funeral was held Friday
at eleven a.m. at the chapel of
the Filbeck-Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
John Jones officiating. Burial





Burial rites for Mrs. Velma
Smith were held Saturday at
the Hicks Cemetery with the
Mils Churchill Funeral Home
in charge of the local
arrangements.
Mrs. Smith, age 57, died
Jan. 20 in Ortando, Fla., and
funeral services were held
there prior to the body being
shipped to Murray for in-
terment.
The deceased was the wife
of -Noah Smith who died in a
drowning accident on March
22. 1951. '. _
James L Nanney Is
Dead At Age of 67
James L. Nanney, formerly
of the Farmington com-
munity, died Firday morning
in Hazel Park, Mich. He was
67 years of age and a retired
employee of the U. S. Rubber
Company.
Survivors include his wife,
'Mrs. Mary Hendon Nanney,
one son, James B. Nanney,
and one daughter, Mrs. Peter
Bengil, all of Michigan; four
sisters, Mrs. Virgil (Ruth)
Nanney, Murray, Mrs. R. R.
Flickinger, Toledo, Ohio, Mrs.
Inez Adair, Serflinole,
and Mrs. Madaline Bungy,
Stetting Heights, Mich.; three
brothers, Hugh .Nanney,
Birmingham, Ala., and
Vernon and tlupert Nanneys.
''both of Graves County; five
grandchildren. - •
-Funeral and bade' ierVices




Sadat, taking a gloomy view of
Mideast peace negotiations,
says Israel is bogged down by
"old ideas of security" and is
trying to hold on 16 Arab
lands. '
In an _interview. Sunday.
night with NBC-TV, Sadat said
the talkshavaltee,n headed "in
the wrong direction."
But -Sadat Said he agreed
over the weekend with
President Carter to resume
negotiations with Israel on a
declaration of principles.
The discussions will be held
through a U.S. intermediary,
Assistant Secretary of State
Allied' L. Atherton :Jr., who
SOOR Will shuttle ,between
Cairo and Jerusalem. _ _
Once principles are nailed
down thr a broad settlement,
Sadat said, "let-every party _
sit With Israel to discuss
whatever concerns 'them,
including this security issue."
Returning from Camp
David, Md., the Egyptian
leader faced a busy schedule
today, beginning with a
meeting willi_Jewish leaders
and then a speech before the
National Press Club
In a statement issued after
the talks, the White House said
Carter had a better un-
derstanding of Sadat's con-
cerns but that the U.S. role is
to be "a friend of both sides::
Egypt and Israel.
The 51/2-day visit generated
speculation that Sadat's
purpose was to have Carter
put pressure on Israel to yield
to Egyptian negotiating
positions.
There was no word,
Word has been received of
the death of -Leon Jones,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Sunday morning at
Melvindale, Mich.,- where he
resided. He was 59 years of
age.
Mr. Jones is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ann Jones', and one
son, Larry Jones, MeIVindale,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Milton
I Grace) Walston, Murray
Route Eight; one nephew,
Edward Walston, Payne
Street, Murray.
• The funeral will be held
Wednesday at, eleven am. at
the chapel of the Voran
Funeral Home, Taylor, Mich.,
with buAril to follow there.
Canal Treaty May Face Polling Firm
Nixes Hubbard ( THE nEwsin BRIEF j
By Th. Associated Preis
NATIONAL
—11-esufb Riquest Pump Station 8 on theSaturday; Brother PUMP STATI 8, Alaskamajority. fill the remaining four years of
-But nçw concern "" the late senator's term. wAsHING,r0- N (Ap) A trans-Alaska oil pipelbie is al-
Of Mrs. Walston generated last week,I5Y anned; Testifying on the „canal Washington polling firm hail oil through the amen& pipe..most ready to resume sendingices ,committee hearings -treaty last-week' before the turned down Kentucky Re
IVASHINGTON (AP) — The.
Panama Canal treaty — one of
the most politically-charged
issues of the year — is ready
for Senate debate this week,
while the House eossiders
President Carter's $32 billion
welfare package.
Senate leaders say the canal
proposal may reach the floor
Wechreaday or Thursday. But
congideration of. the
controversies- pile! -will not
begin in earnest until after
Congress returns Feb. 20 from
its 10-day recess for Lincoln's
Birthday.
Bipartisan efforts to work
out guarantees for future U.S.
rights of access and defense
appear, to have enhanced
prospects4 for the treaty's
Senate ratifiction, which
would require a two-thirds
Sadat Agrees
To. Reopen
in which it was claimed that
the treaty. which the Carter.
administration says will cost
U.S. taxpayers nothing, may
in fact necessitate millions of
dollars in appropriations.
In the House, welfare
revision continues to be a
major .issue, although, some •
members s question whether
the White House and Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. are as
committed to it this year as in
1977.
A special House welfare
subcommittee will decide on
Wednesday whether to accept
Carter's- • -broad proposal -
consolidating welfare
programs or the scaled-down
changes proposed by Rep. Al
•D-Ore., chairman-of
the House Ways and Means
Committee. . 
Carter is expected to win,
with Ullman seen trying again
when the bill reaches his
panel. Two other committees
also must approve the bill.
Elsewhere In the-congress,
Vice President Walter .F.
• Mondale Was scheduled onNegotiations prYhety°,m nswear rMeplati
her latehaiband; Sen. Hubert
Humphrey.
Mrs. Humphrey, 65, was
appointed to her late
husband's seat, which he
would have retained until 1982.
She has about 90 days` to
decide if she will run in a
special November election to
meanwhile, on Egypt's
request for its first shipment
of_ Ameritan weapons. Sadat
said he needed them not only
to defend his countey, but also
to aid his fellow Africans.
Be mentioned Somalia,
Which is at warwith Ethiopia,
and Chad, which has ,fought
skirrhishes- with Libyan-
backed insurgents. On his way
here, Sadat said, he received
"urgent messages" from the
leaders of Somalia and Chad.
Sadat offered no details. It
was not clear what bearing
their situations could have on
a U.S. arms decision, Coun-
tries sold American weapons
are prohibited from tran-
iferring them .,-withait- per-
mission.
..So far, Egypt has received
only "non-lethqr: transport
and reconnaissatVe planes.
Sadat told the Egyptian
parliament last month he
:wants everythipg. the United
States has supplied to Israel,
including jets.
Criticizing Israeli
negotiating • strliegy, Sadat
said he had met demands for
recognition of Israel and a
peace providing for open
borders only to be faced with
resistance on the issue of
"self-determination" for the
Palestinians. He also noted
fortification of Israeli set-
tlements in occupied Arab
lands. - - -
"When we are trying to start
anew era as neighbors in one
area, let .is not think on the
lines of some strategic- ad-
vantage here or there," he
said. "Let us not try to tread
on another's land or
sovereignty."
implementing the treaty until
'the year1000,--when Panama -
would take control.
A number of senators were
said during the weekend to
have been angered or
disturbed by that disclosure
and by one that projected
canal toll revenues may fall
--far short of paying for the
waterway's CiPeratioris: - -
Several senators from both
parties — although prepared
to vote for the treaty
said by 'aides to be angered by
what they confider a lack of
candor about financial issues
on the part of the Carter ad-
ministration that has put them
Man embarrassing position.
armed services panel, Canal - Carroll Hubbard's request far
Zone .Gov. Harold R. F:arfitt the results of a survey corn-
and the U.S. comptroller missioned last year by Ken-
general, Elmer B. Stoats, said tucky's Democratic Party
it was possible for the United The Mayfield Democrat,
States to face up to $700 who is a possible candidate*
million in "direct costs" in governor in 1979, has been
fueding with the state party
organizatiari, whit% is con-
trolled by Gov. Julian Carroll




including a $15,000 ex-
penditure for polling by Peter
' D. Hart Research Associates.
The congressman charged
that part of the poll was
designed to determine if he
could be beaten far re-election
next year.
Margaret F. Kuh, the firm's
office manager, told Hubbard
that the poll could be released
only to the party that commis-
sioned it.
line. The station was
destroyed on July 8 and one
man was killed when a valve
that was supposed to pe kept
dosed was opened by mistake
and crude oil under high
pressure sprayed into the
pump rem. Within moments
the pump Dame was. destroyed
by an explosion and flames.
The station should be back in
operation pushing oil through





Sadat says he has met Israeli
demands for recognition of the
Jewish state and a peace pro-
viding -for open borders, only
to be faced with resistance on
the issue of "sell-
determination" for _the
Palestinians. In a' gloomy
report on Mideast peace
,negotiations, Sadat said
Northeast Braces Today For
Another Major Snowstorm
By The Associated Press
The Northeast braced today
for another Major snowstorm,
expected to be as bad or worse
than the one which paralyzed




TOKYO ( AP) — Vietnam -
has called U.N. Ambassador
Dinh Ba Thi honi% ending two
days of uncertainty ivhether
he would leave the United
States after the State
Department ordered him out.
The department announced
Friday that the Vietnamese
ambassador to the United Na-
tions was being expelled for
alleged involvement in a spy
plot. He and the Vietnamese
Foreign Ministry denied the
accusation, and he said he
would not go.
But on Sunday, Hanoi Radio
announced that Thi was being
recalled because "the U.S.
government is trying to
disturb activities of the
Vietnamese ambassador."
There was no indication
when he would leave New
York.
"We have assumed all along
that Thi would leave," said a
State Department spokesman
in Washington. He would not
speculate what the .US.
governmerd would have done
hadpi continued to reject the
expatsion order.
Thi is the first U.N. chief of
mission ordered out by the
United States. A federal grand
Jury named him an unindicted
co-conspirator with an Ameri-
can employee of the U.S.
Information Agency and a
Vietnamese expatriate. Both
of them pleaded innocent to
passing confidential
American cables to the
Vietnamese mission to the
United Nations.
The U.S. mission at the
United Nations accused ml of
violating a 1947 agreement by
engaging in activities "outside
his official capacity"- and of
abusing his residence privi-
leges.
The Vietnamese mission
challenged the right of the
United States to expel a U.N.
diplomat and said Thi would
"continue to carry out nor-
mally his duty."
Eddyville Has Its Own 'Birdman.:
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Dorris Wahl, who is often
likened to Robert Stroud, the
famed "Birdman of
Alcatraz," calls his sparrows
"my life."
The 51-year-old Henderson,
Ky. native has spent five
years of a life sentence at the
Kentucky State Penitentiary
here raising and training 50 to
60 orphaned - English
sparrows.
Wahl, who was judged a
habitual criminal because of a
series of robbery convictions,
says his birds help not only
-him-self but also other prison-
ers.
"When the men stop and
talk to me and the birds, they
seem to forget their
problehia," Wahl says.
"That's good for their spirit."
Wahl has , rescued many
baby sparrows from the
prison yard where they had
fallen from cellhouse roosts.
He also has fished birds from
garbage cans where they had
become trapped in globs of
gravy.
Inmates at -the maximum
security prison, located in
western Kentucky, bring Wahl
homeless or crippled birds. He
welcomes them all. • •
To house the birds, Wahl has
built ceiling roosts from old
milk cartons and cages from
scrap woad. To keep them in
his-tiny cell on the third floor
and placed a sheet of clear
plastic behind the door.
But Wahl makes sure the
birds get plenty of exercise.
While in the'prison yard, Wahl
regularly turns them out "to
Stretch their wings some."
When they complete their
flights, the birds will often
zoom in for landings on Wahl's
shoulders or arms.
Frequently, during his
strolls, Wahl will pull a slice of




will be held Thursday, Feb. 9,
at .6:34 p.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord for all
area farmers.
This meeting will be deyoted
to the discussion of problems
with and control of John-
songrass. Many local fanners
are finding each year more
and more of their land is being
infested with this "hard-to-




companies will be present to
discuss the best-methods of
control, but no sales of
chefnicals Or orders will be
taken at this meeting. It will
strictly be an educational and
informative discussion.
of No., 5. Cdtiouse, Wall has Dinner will be served, the
esnortrine bara,4paltiornait said_ .
• I+
crumble it for his friends, who
will gobble the pieces off and
then take off again.
The birds's normal dinner
consists mainly of scraps of
beef, cornbread, white bread
and a few gains of rice
scrounged from the mess hall.
As an extra treat, Wahl may
chew a cracker and invite the
birds to taste the sweet
residue. They hop on his
shoulder and gently peck at
morsels in his mouth.
"And they hardly ever bite
either," Wahl said as Leech,
his oldest sparrow, showed
how- it was done.
At age 7, "Leech lestill trim
and sleek and active, but
maybe a little short-winded,"
said Wahl, who named the
'grayish-brown bird for its in-
crumb& to cling tightly to his
finger when he was young.
The birdman — -some in-
mates and guards don't know
him by any other name — con-
tends his sparrows are more
human than some people.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
February 6, 1971
Kentucky Porthole Area Hog Market
Report bWi*ng Stations
lteeelpts: Act. HIS EA. 160 Barrows &
Gllts 4.00-1.50 Mike Sows under 450
steady, overlie 1.404E/Oldgher
US 14 ioszio lbs. .. $47.00-47.50 lewd? 75
US 1-3 390-240 lbs. • $46 50-47 00
,US 3-4 SO-VA Ms $4i50.4 50
US 3-4 210-2110 lbs. $442545 So
Sows
1151427600 tbu nsos-40 00
US 14 300401 lbs. $36 00-39 00
US 14 9040011m.  00-0 00
















Quaker Oats OK -Mt
Tappan 1% unc
Western Union 15~
Zenith Radlo 13% unc
Prices of Amid local Intermit at noon
EDT, todsy, furnebod o the Lodger &
/Imes by First of Michigm, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc   36% -4
McDonald' Carp. 45% -K
Ponderom Systems 14 4- 4.






Pacific  25% + K
25%
Jim Walters  -%
 11% +%
"At least to me," he says.
"I've known some to grieve
themselves to death over the
loss of a mate, just like people.
"I found a little bird on the
ground once and picked him
up to see what was wrong with
him. Another bird lit tin my
hand and looked down at the
bird like_he was saying, 'Well,
what's the matter with you?'
"They've got feelings all
right, just like people do."
Stock Market
Prices of Mode of local interest at
noon Way furnished te the Ledger &
mass by I. M. Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows:


















• giellel—w•-•--: • A-%. .... ... :
along the East Cost barely two
weeks ago.
The Jan. 20 storm was the
worst of the decade in New
York City and dropped nearly
tw,o feet in Boston, setting a
record for a 24-hour period.
The stdrm, "- which
forecasters 'warned could be
the worst in New York City
,history, gained Its strength
from a low pressure system
building off the North Carolina
coast during the night.
That was the same general
path followed by last month's
storm which resulted in
coastal areas suffering - the
brunt of the storm.
Forecasters said "blizzard-
like conditions" were likely
today for New York City with
snow-- atcurnulatione of more
than a foot by evening.
Accumulations of fern six
inches to a foot were predicted
elsewhere in the heavy snow
warning area along with high
winds blowing the snow in-
to drifts and creating
hazardous driving conditions.
Light snow was falling from
Virginia to New York by early
morning and was to get pro-
gressively heavier during the
day and spread over all of
New England.
The peak snowfall was ex-
-peeted- to reach Boston at
about the same time as the
evening rush hour.. 
"If that Nippers,. we'll be
asking employers to send




He said the !ABTA was "get-
ting crews and trainaready to
get people out of town earlier
than normal."
In New York, 1,250 city sani-
tation workers geared up for
the storm — 10 times the nor-
mal number on duty daily.
The winter storm threat




W. Cleland White of Cadiz
has been re-elected to a three-




White, who holds two
degrees from UK (1958 and
1959, agriculture) represents
the counties of Ballard,
Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
Christian, Crittenden, Fulton.
He is the president of the W. C.
White Lumber. 'Co. in Cadiz.
He is also a major in the Army
Reserves and a Rotarian. He
is a past president of the
Cadiz-Trigg County Chamber
of Commerce and of the Trigg
County-UK Alumni Club. He
also has taught classes at
AiNgsv file Community
College.
The UK Alumni Board of
Directors oversees the
oPetations of one of the largest
university membership
organizations in the South-
west. More than 20,000 alumni
currently demonstrate their
support of UK through the
Alumni Association and enjoy
more than rdozen benefits of
-memberShip:
where the Mardi Gras
celebration is in full swing
until Tuesday. Joseph
Frederick, manager of the
Hilton Hotel. in New Orleans,-
taid-sfuiliy northern visitors
-stayed away for fear blizzards
back home might close air-
ports and prevent them from
getting home.
Other parts of the nation
also had winter weather
problems. -
Snow fell from the eastern
Great Lakes region over much
of the Ohio Valley and joined
with the other snarl system in
..westeritNew York and south-
ward • through the
Appalachians.
Although the snowfall in the
inland regions was generally
lighter than along the coast,
drifting and blowing snow
made travel dangerous there
also.
There was also .snow from
South Dakota to Kansas and




especially from the northern
Plains through the Southeast.
Board Of Oaks Country
'Club To Meet Tuesday
The board of the Oaks
Country Club will hob* its
regular meeting on Tuesday,
Feb. 7, at seven p.m. in the
club room.
Elbert Thomason, president
of the board, urges all board
members - and all club
members to attend.
Sunday that Israel is bogged
down b "old ideas of 
security' and harying to hold,
on to Arab lands.
— •
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Senate leaders report the
Panama Canal treaty will be
ready for debate by Wed-
nesday or Thursday, although
consideration of the'pact will
not begin in earnest until after
Congress returns Feb. 10 from
a Lincoln's Birthday recess.
Prospects for' ratification
have bgen enhanced by effort*.
to work out guarantees for
future US. rights of defense
and access to the canal.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
nation's top military officer is
calling for a reassessment of
the low priority given
civil defense programs. -
Gen.' George S. Brown,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, says Russians out-
number Americans 18-to-1 in
fulltime civil defense work.
In this country, only 5,500
state and local employees ahcl
600 federal workers perform
ramie task,as 100,000 Rus-
siitke to U.S. offi-
cials.
INTERNATIONAL
NAIROBI, Kenya ( AP) —
Both Ethic,* and Somalia re-
ported new fighting in eastern
--Ethiopia-as- the-United-States---
staged a minor show of force'
off the Horn of Africa and So-
malia made a new bid for
Western arms. The Somali
government radio said the
rebel forees Somalia supports
. in Ethiopia's Ogaden desert
region • inflicted- l'.heavy
losses" on the Ethiopian.
garrison at Negele, in the
southern region of Sidamo.
MANAGUA,. Nicaraguan.-
(AP) — Voters boycotted mu-
nicipal elections across Nica-
ragua in another massive pro-
test against President Anas-
tasio Somoza's dictatorship.
Many polling stations were
nearly deserted during the
vciting hours Sunday.
"No one is voting," said an
anti-Somoza member of the
election board in a northern
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requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR -
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